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D AT E S W I T H D E S T I N Y

The first is that so much of the nation’s
shopping happens online, via mobile phones,
which are almost ubiquitous as the go-to device
for accessing shopping “super apps” that link
browsing, discovery, sharing and buying.
The second is that e-commerce has not just
survived this year’s COVID-19 nightmare but has
actually benefited from it.
And the third is something that, so far, is almost
uniquely Chinese: for many shoppers, spending
is intensely focused on key dates: newly
created “shopping festivals”.

A country with 3,000 years of history, the largest population in the world, and a retail market like no
other. In fact, in 2019 China was due to become the largest retail market in the world, taking top spot
from the United States, with sales of just over US$5 trillion (RMB35.043 trillion).
There are three extraordinary features of retailing in China that go beyond the sheer scale of the
sector here, which to a large extent is a function of having such a huge population.
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These festivals are events spanning anything
from 24 hours to several weeks. And while they’ve
only recently been devised and promoted, they
have already become firm fixtures on consumers’
calendars. In fact, they have won the nation’s
attention, not to mention their wallets, to such an
extent that they have become headline news around
the world, as well as immensely attractive for the
local and international brands that get involved.
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Chinese consumers spend, on average, at least
two hours per day on their smartphones, and the
development of the telecommunications market in
China means that most people’s first web connection
is from their cellphone; they bypassed the desktoplaptop-mobile stages of development seen in Europe
and the US entirely.

The scale of mobile
e-commerce in China

There are now 695 million internet users in China, and
over 95 percent of them connect with a mobile device.
Unsurprisingly, therefore, mobile devices generate
80 percent of e-commerce sales, which compares to
around 36 percent in the rest of the world.

E-commerce accounts for a quarter of China’s total
retail sales, a fact that’s all the more staggering when
you consider that at least a third of the country’s
consumers are still yet to get an internet connection.
Put simply, once Chinese consumers go online, they
go shopping, and that’s why over half of the world’s
total e-commerce now takes place in China.

This is a tremendous story of growth given that as
recently as the mid-1990s, the internet was still a
rare thing in China, and the tiny proportion of people
who did get connected in the early days were doing
it at internet cafes from banks of desktop computers,
mainly for online gaming.
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The importance of the internet to shopping
in China today is in part a result of the fact
that internet access has risen alongside
the growth of what in the retail sector is
called the “modern trade”. The modern
trade covers supermarkets, hypermarkets,
shopping malls and chain stores that tend to
operate nationally and internationally, reliant
on technology and strong infrastructure
to manage stock, distribution and often
marketing. This is all relatively new to China,
where the “traditional trade” – the familyowned grocery chains, small independent
stores and informal merchants – still play a
big part in consumers’ lives.
But the rise of shopping centers and the
fairly sudden arrival of brands from all over
the world over the past 20 years has taken
shopping in China from a search for what’s
available to a whole world of possibilities.
Much like the internet itself.

This shift from very little choice to abundant
choice has made highly discerning shoppers
of Chinese consumers today, people who
are equally comfortable shopping online or
in malls or supermarkets. In places such as
the US and Western Europe, the modern
trade was established long before internet
connectivity arrived; people felt their needs
were already being met, so there has not
been anything like the scramble to shop
online as has been experienced in China.
Similarly, there is widespread usage of
digital payment services in China. More than
80 percent of smartphone users in China
use mobile payments, compared to just 27
percent in the US. The role of e-payment
services in the growth of online shopping in
China is not to be underestimated. Before
they launched, credit and debit cards
were a rarity so payment for goods bought
online was largely cash on delivery – slow
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and fraught with problems. The ability to
pay digitally was a revolution that enabled
e-commerce to succeed in China.
All this has fuelled the continued rise of
e-commerce, helped by several other vital
catalysts. A single national language and
currency have made it easy for shopping,
payment, chat and entertainment platforms
to reach huge numbers of people, often
as part of a single “super app”. And the
development of road infrastructure and
the growth of cities in China has enabled
logistics services to thrive in a market where,
just a decade or so ago, postal services
were often painfully slow.
Delivery times of goods bought online are
now faster in China than anywhere else in
the world. This is just one manifestation of
what we call “China Speed” – the pace of
development and market change that is
unparalelled anywhere else in the world.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID effect on shopping
The Covid 19 pandemic has had a dramatic impact on peoples lives in
2020 and continues to do so in 2021. This global upheaval has led to
significant shifts in the way people buy. The national lockdown lasted
roughly three months, with some areas more severely affected then
others.
The retail sector battled not just the enforced closure of shops selling allbut-essential services, but also huge interruptions to supply chains due
to factories being shuttered, and restrictions placed on the movement of
people and goods between cities.
The Chinese economy has been hard hit, with the International Monetary
Fund predicting just 1.2 percent growth in GDP for 2020, down from
6.1 percent in 2019. This would be the lowest rate of growth since the
opening up of China began in the late 1970s - yet China is the only country
in the world forecast by the IMF to post positive GDP growth in 2020.
10

Retail sales were forecast by eMarketer
in May to shrink by 4.0 percent in 2020,
the first year of decline since at least the
mid-1980s. This is not entirely the result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; there have been
other pressures, such as trade tension with
the US and a longer-term slowing of the
Chinese economy from the double-digit
growth rates seen in the early part of this
century. But there were signs of recovery in
Q3 2020, with China reporting 0.9 percent
growth in retail sales of consumer goods,
its first positive quarterly growth in 2020.
August sales were up only slightly, but in
September rose 3.3 percent year on year.
Contrast this positive but small growth,
however, with the forecasts for
e-commerce in China. Online sales are
tipped to rise by 16.0 percent in 2020 –
lower than would have been expected
without a pandemic, but still generating
hundreds of billions of dollars in additional
spending compared with 2019.
When their physical stores were forced to
close, many Chinese brands ramped up
their e-commerce efforts – in some cases

encouraging sales consultants to work from
home by livestreaming about their products
and continuing to earn their commissions.
At the same time, consumers extended
the range of products they were happy to
buy online, and huge numbers switched
from physical grocery shopping to buying
groceries online – a habit they’re likely to
stick with.
The resulting impact on sales is stark.
Total retail sales in China fell by 2.8 percent
year-on-year during May 2020, while online
sales of physical consumer goods rose by
15.6 percent in the same month. According
to the National Bureau of Statistics for China,
online retail sales reached 5150.1 billion yuan
in the second quarter of 2020, up 7.3 percent
from the same quarter in 2019. Online retail
sales of physical goods accounted for over a
quarter of the total.
Meanwhile, the China Internet Report 2020
shows that as of March 2020, Chinese internet
users were spending an average of 7.2 hours
online every day, a sharp increase from 5.6
hours a day in the previous year.
11
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“We are seeing strong
consumer sentiment
in China post the
height of COVID-19.
Consumers are
spending, demand
is recovering.”

Alibaba’s Head of Tmall
Global and Kaola for the
Americas, Tony Shan,
speaking soon after China’s
national lockdown was lifted.
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45%

of households (rising to 50+ percent
of families with children) say they are
prepared to keep using online stores
they found while in lockdown.

Demand has been especially strong for health
and personal care products, as people focus
on looking after themselves and being as well
– both physically and mentally – as possible.
High-end beauty tools and devices have
been among the biggest-selling products on
Alibaba’s Taobao platform in 2020, along with
men’s skincare items, maternity products such
as skincare, make-up and nutrition, as well as
petcare products, especially among younger
consumers yet to start a family.
In June 2020, the COVID-19 Barometer study
by insights agency Kantar found that all over
the world, many people said they planned to
retain some of the habits they have developed
this year as a result of the pandemic.
The research, which looked at how COVID-19
was influencing consumers’ behavior,
attitudes and expectations in over 50 markets,
found that 52 percent of people plan to keep
focusing on increased hygiene, healthier
eating, spending time with the family and
personal development. More than half the
12

world (51 percent) now claim to be trying to exercise
more.
These changes have all led to different needs and
spending patterns, especially given that more than
half the world is also feeling financial pressure;
56 percent of households globally have already
experienced a loss of income due to COVID-19,
and a further 19 percent expect an impact on their
income in the future.
The effect on online retail is likely to be long-lasting.
Worldwide, 45 percent of households (rising to
50+ percent of families with children) say they are
prepared to keep using online stores they found
while in lockdown.
In China, eMarketer predicted that the market share
of China’s biggest three e-commerce providers
would grow in 2020. Between them, Alibaba, JD.com
and Pinduoduo’s share of retail e-commerce was
tipped to rise from 80.3 percent to 83.6 percent,
thanks to the range of products they offer and
strong logistics, which enabled them to provide
great customer service during the pandemic.

There is much potential remaining
in this market, as existing online
shoppers spend again and spend
more, as new consumers connect
to the internet, and as millions
of Chinese join the ranks of the
middle class in the years to come.
13
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“These online events now form a vital part of China’s retail
identity and are huge calendar events which many Chinese online
shopping enthusiasts look forward to. They play an integral
role in encouraging consumers to experience new products and
brands, especially those from overseas, as well as providing
businesses with a platform to increase brand exposure and trade.”

But there are times when the nation unites in a near
frenzy of shopping-related excitement – dates
that have been largely invented by e-commerce
platforms to generate huge amounts of interest in
new brands and new products and, of course, to
generate huge sales.

Home of the
shopping festival
The volume of online spending in China
is tremendous and it happens around the
clock. The ubiquity of mobile phones means
connected consumers are shopping from work,
from the bus stop, the dinner table and from
their beds, at all hours of the day and night.

They have become a tremendous success for
many reasons, as we explore in the sections ahead.
One of them is that China has the highest savings
rate in the world by some considerable margin, with
Chinese householders putting away money at more
than double the rate of the next-placed countries.
When special events roll around, consumers have a
pool of money available to spend.

“Shopping festivals are here to stay and are shaping the future
of Chinese retail. Their benefits are twofold – great offers and
product accessibility for consumers hungry for new products, and
massive, unrivalled exposure for brands and products, something
crucial for brands looking to enter a new market for the first time.”
Meifang Chen, Head of Fashion,
Luxury and Home UK, Iberia and
Northern Europe.
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For Alibaba, record high 6.18 sales were achieved
in 2020, with a 43 percent increase in gross
merchandise volume year-on-year. Around 4,000
participating brands doubled their sales, and
imported products were in especially high demand.
The 6.18 festival (which centered on June 18, 2020) was
the first big shopping festival to take place since the
COVID-19 outbreak, and results showed that spending
was as strong – if not stronger – than ever.
JD.com alone reported sales of RMB269.2 billion for 6.18,
an increase of 33.6 percent over the same period a year
earlier. The leading categories by sales value were mobile
phones, home appliances and other digital items, but the
strongest growth was seen in fresh food and medical/
healthcare items. Over 100 brands on the JD platform
achieved sales over RMB 10 million.
The 6.18 event takes place on the birthday of JD.com’s
founder, Richard Liu, but it has become a national
celebration that lasts over two weeks and that all other
e-commerce platforms have made their own.

Alibaba’s Tony Shan said 2020’s 6.18 event was a
good bellwether of demand for e-commerce in
post-COVID China.

“I think the success of
6.18 is a good indicator
of the future recovery
and continued growth.”

China’s single biggest shopping
festival (on 11.11 each year)
delivers more sales than the
four biggest shopping days
in the US combined.

Tony Shan, Alibaba
16
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THE B IRTH OF
THE CHINESE SHOPPING
FESTIVAL

D AT E S W I T H D E S T I N Y
T H E B I RT H O F T H E C H I N E S E S H O P P I N G F E S T I VA L

celebration

A history of

To get a sense of what a Chinese shopping festival is like, think
of the traditional pre-Christmas shopping season in the West,
and then multiply it by a factor of about a billion.

These are incredibly intense, exciting and often frantic
experiences for consumers in which huge volumes of goods
and services are traded, often at special prices or with limitededition gifts or bundles, and all in a race against the clock.
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There’s much more to these festivals than
the shopping; they have become shared
experiences that take place both online
and offline and are enjoyed with friends,
family members and even celebrities, and
they’re now as much about entertainment
and discovery as they are about getting a
bargain.
More on the detail later. But first, how did
we get here – to a time when Chinese
consumers’ calendars are now packed
with shopping festivals, just 40 years
after the nation began its transition to a
market-driven economy?
In the West, themed shopping events
have largely been built up around
Christian holidays and the traditions
that have sprung up around them, as
well as the rhythms of the trading year.
Christmas is the big one, of course, along
with Boxing Day sales, Easter festivities,
Mothering Sunday and Valentine’s Day.

Canny retailers have also manufactured
other shopping seasons built around
the need to boost sales during
traditionally slow weeks, shift excess
stock or create excitement around new
collections, particularly of clothing, in
line with the changing seasons.
The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day parade,
a New York City fixture since 1924, has
signalled the start of the pre-Christmas
shopping season, and Black Friday –
the biggest single-day shopping event
of the year in the US – came about in
the mid-20th century, when Americans
started skipping work the day after
Thanksgiving in order to hit the shops.
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This was usually the day of the year when
stores stopped trading in the red and
moved “into the black”, hence the name
Black Friday.
Cyber Monday is the far more recent
digital equivalent, launched in 2005 by
the National Retail Federation in the US,
and now Black Friday and Cyber Monday
have almost merged into a week-long
festival of online and offline shopping.
Marketing-driven events such as “back to
school” and “summer holidays” have also
found their way into brands’, retailers’ and
shoppers’ schedules, along with “Fathers’
Day”, “Secretaries’ Day” and other events
designed to get consumers in the mood
to buy.

D AT E S W I T H D E S T I N Y
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In China, however, there is no widely accepted religious
calendar around which shopping festivals have been built, and
celebrations of consumerism are only a recent phenomenon
after decades of it being positively frowned upon as decadent.
The Spring Festival that marks the Lunar New Year has several
millennia of history. And while it always brings with it a rise in
spending on food and drink, as well as new clothing for parties
and family events as people travel to see relatives, gift-giving
has traditionally centered on “lai see” or “hongbao” – cash
presented in a “lucky” red envelope. Shopping has been far
from central to Spring Festival celebrations.

Other national holidays tend to be based
on Chinese tradition and the rhythms of the
lunar calendar. These include Qingming, or
Tomb-Sweeping Day, an occasion in Spring
devoted to remembering ancestors, and
the Duanwu (or Dragon Boat) Festival, which
coincides with the summer solstice and is
celebrated with special foods and dragon
boat races.
In modern China, however, every occasion
is now a shopping occasion, and sales
around the Spring Festival in particular
are now significant enough to see local
and international brands creating specially
themed collections around the new sign of
the Chinese zodiac each year.
In 2019, retail sales in China during Spring
Festival topped RMB1 trillion, up 8.5 percent
on the previous year, according to China’s
Ministry of Commerce, but these traditional
celebrations are not primarily linked with
shopping in most consumers’ minds.
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Gift-giving has traditionally centered
on “lai see” or “hongbao” – cash
presented in a “lucky” red envelope.
23
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From Golden Weeks
to Shopping Festivals
In 2000, the Chinese government created
“Golden Week” holiday periods to coincide with
two important national holidays – Labor Day, on
May 1, and the anniversary of the founding of
the People’s Republic in 1949, on October 1.

The move came at a time when Beijing was looking to reorient
the national economy by stimulating domestic demand for goods
and services, in turn reducing the country’s reliance on exports.
By giving workers paid days off at the same time all over China,
the government gave people greater incentive to visit distant
relatives and therefore boost domestic tourism and travel
spending, and created shared leisure time for friends and families.
Much of that leisure time, as the government had hoped, became
seen as a time to shop, and in the pre-internet days of China in the
early 2000s, that meant heading to physical stores and spending
big. Stores competing for the attention of passers-by offered big
discounts and special offers, and huge volumes of goods were
sold.
Golden Weeks were almost a victim of their own success. They
proved so effective at stimulating spending that they began
to disrupt normal commerce; the spending that happened
during Golden Weeks was for many people pent-up spending,
rather than extra spending. Golden Weeks created peaks in
consumption, but also long troughs in between.
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So, reforms in 2008 adjusted the calendar with the
aim of satisfying twin goals: growth and stability.
Labor Day is now only a three-day break, and
National Day is celebrated for seven.

New-release products created for Golden Weeks
helped “train” consumers to anticipate special
offers from brands and retailers. These events
were still primarily about the big discounts and
special offers, and buying big-ticket items like
home appliances, often for the first time.

Research as long ago as 2012 by Kantar and
BrandZ™ found that across the country, people
associated Golden Weeks primarily with shopping,
while traditional Chinese holidays were more
about family reunions and dining together.

But what took China from big-spending Golden
Weeks to the mega-spending shopping festivals
of today was the simultaneous rise of internet
connectivity and e-commerce, which made it
relatively easy to create and promote a new
national event – and to reach those parts of the
country where the “modern trade” in physical
retailing is still nascent.

These government-created festivals laid the
groundwork for the shopping festivals that would
be created by private companies so successfully
in the years ahead.
Golden Weeks made the crucial link in consumers’
lives between key dates and reasons to spend, and
they sowed the seeds for shopping to become a
shared experience enjoyed not just by people’s
friends and family, but by the whole nation at once.
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904m
Chinese people have internet connections in Q1 of 2020,

In 2008, around 298 million Chinese people had internet
connections; a lot of people, but still a fairly small proportion
of the population (22 percent). That has since soared, to 904
million people in Q1 of 2020, or a national penetration rate of
64.5 percent.

64.5%

or a national penetration rate of
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Rising incomes have also been a catalyst for the scale of
spending at shopping festivals. Average per capita disposable
income in China in 2019 was close to RMB 31,000, and in
urban centers, it is over RMB 42,000, with both figures rising at
between 8 and 9 percent. Incomes are smaller in rural areas,
but the cost of housing, food and household goods tends to
be proportionally lower as well. In fact, those people living in
lower-tier cities often have more disposable income than those
in the higher tiers because their living expenses are lower.
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For national and international brands, the focus preinternet was on consumers in the so-called Tier One
cities (Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou). This
was where incomes were highest, tastes were the most
cosmopolitan, and the infrastructure was best, so it made
sense to establish stores or partner with them in these cities.
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As China continued to prosper and
incomes rose in Tier 2 and 3 cities and
beyond, the appeal of these markets
to international brands increased. But
accessing them via networks of physical
stores was an expensive, high-risk exercise.

Online shopping and widespread connectivity changed
all that, enabling brands to enter the China market
without needing large local teams or a store network
that stretched across the country – and to reach many
more potential consumers. After all, the combined
populations of Shanghai and Beijing account for only
around 3 percent of people in all of China.

Rising incomes have meant people across the country have moved from
seeking to satisfy their basic needs to improving their living standards
and fulfilling their wants. Demand for higher-quality fast-moving
consumer goods has followed, along with home electronics and cars.
Home ownership has also soared as urbanization continues, led by
people in the most acquisitive life stages: getting married, starting a
family, furnishing apartments and buying and upgrading appliances.
These trends were fuelled by Golden Weeks, and they have been
instrumental in the rise of China’s shopping festivals.
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HOW THE 11 .11 FESTIVAL
BECAME THE G RE ATEST
SHOW ON E ARTH

D AT E S W I T H D E S T I N Y
H OW T H E 1 1 . 1 1 F E S T I VA L B EC A M E T H E G R E AT E S T S H OW O N E A RT H

love is in
the air
A new kind of

Back in 1993, students at Nanjing University
nominated November 11 as a day to celebrate
their singledom – a kind of “anti-Valentine’s
Day”. The date was chosen because the
11.11 of the date when written down looks
like a series of solitary figures, and the idea
was that students without partners could be
proud of their single status, and would treat
themselves to something special.

32

“We worked hard to attract
brands to join Alibaba in
this new initiative. And
to get consumers excited,
we offered discounts of at
least 50 percent and free
nationwide shipping,”

The event gained traction among students at
other universities over the next few years, but
it truly shot to prominence in the late 2000s
when its potential to brands was spotted by
businessman Daniel Zhang. At the time, he was
President of Alibaba’s online shopping platform
Tmall and is now Group CEO, having taken over
from Alibaba founder Jack Ma in 2019.
Zhang spotted an opportunity to turn what was
colloquially known as Singles Day into a national
shopping holiday, because it gave consumers
an opportunity to have some fun and enjoy
buying for themselves and their loved ones.
In 2009, Alibaba held the world’s first massscale, brand-created shopping festival. Singles
Day, now known as 11.11, was an immediate
success, despite e-commerce still being quite a
novel experience for most Chinese consumers.

Bo Liu,
General Manager of Tmall and
Taobao Marketing
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Only 27 brands participated in the first Singles Day event, but the response
from consumers was tremendous. “On that day, total GMV reached RMB
52 million (around US$7.8 million), surpassing the 2009 average daily GMV
of RMB 8 million. That’s when we knew we were onto something,” says Liu.
Building upon the incredible results in year one, Alibaba continued to work
with more brands and merchants to provide a wider selection of highquality products to consumers all over China in the years that followed. But
the rapid growth of the festival also tested the company’s infrastructure.
In 2011, Alibaba experienced an unprecedented spike in traffic, orders and
payments on 11.11. Engineers worked around the clock to ensure orders
were placed and deliveries executed, but the experience led Alibaba to
expand its investment in cloud computing and logistics systems in order to
handle fast-growing sales volumes.
Alibaba founded its dedicated logistics arm, Cainiao, in 2013. During
11.11 that year, it took around nine days to deliver one billion packages.
Five years later, thanks to vastly improved warehousing and delivery
technology, that time was reduced to 2.5 days.

34
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Up, up and away
The 11.11 festival has evolved into the
biggest 24-hour online shopping festival
in the world, breaking sales figure records
each year since it began – a huge event
for Chinese consumers and businesses,
and one that’s increasingly on the radar
of international brands. In 2013, 11.11 sales
surpassed those of Black Friday and Cyber
Monday combined, and the event became
the world’s largest online shopping festival.
And it just kept on growing.

By 2015, it had become a celebration of more than
180,000 brands on Alibaba’s platforms, including
thousands of international brands, with total GMV
reaching $30.8 billion.
While the climax of 11.11 is still a 24-hour extravaganza, it
has expanded, because there just aren’t enough hours in
one day for everyone to look at what they need to buy. A
range of pre-11.11 have turned the festival into first, a daylong and now a week-long event.
In 2020, Alibaba’s total 11.11 sales topped $74 billion smashing the previous year’s record by 26 percent.
Continued advances in logistics and planning, involving
ever-greater automation and the use of new technology,
continue to improve the speed with which consumers
go from clicking to receiving their order. In 2019, Cainiao
delivered 1.88 billion packages during 11.11 in just
one week, a 70.9 percent increase from the 1.1 billion
packages delivered in the same period in 2018.
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FAIR
All the fun of the

Shopping festivals are not just
about the buying and selling, they’re
a thrilling cultural experience,
according to the China manager of
a leading UK healthcare brand that
enjoyed great success during 11.11.
Benji Lamb, Director of China &
South Asia at Vitabiotics, describes
being part of the annual 11.11
event as something that invokes a
childlike wonder at the scale and
spectacle of it all.
Benji Lamb, Director of China & South Asia at Vitabiotics
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“There’s this excitement about it
that I think is key in the human
psyche. It’s like a festival and a
social experience and a cultural
phenomenon that’s so much
bigger than just buying a product.”

“The shopping facilitates that, but it’s like the excitement around going
to a market stall, but digitized and on a scale that the world’s never
seen before. It’s almost like a sexualisation of the shopping experience,
this glorification of consumerism.
“If you’re at that market and it’s teeming, and Vitabiotics has one little
stand, that’s what it feels like. You’re part of this huge cacophony of
noise and standing out is hard.”
Vitabiotics, despite its relatively small presence in such a gigantic
nationwide event, saw a 25 percent increase in sales during the 11.11
festival of 2020 compared with a year earlier.
The brand has two Tmall stores. The Vitabiotics “mother and baby”
store was launched in 2015 aimed at prospective parents and parents
of young children, while the second store, launched just a few months
ahead of the 11.11 festival in 2020, has a broader health and wellbeing
focus and serves the growing numbers of Chinese millennials who are
interested in preventative medicine and healthy living. It was this new
store that contributed the majority of growth during 2020’s 11.11 event.
Enabling these two stores to stand out in such a crowded environment,
Lamb says, currently means using livestreaming with KOLs whose
recommendation carries weight among their viewership.

Benji Lamb, Director of China & South Asia at Vitabiotics
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“You have to keep putting
new products forward to
keep it exciting, providing
something that consumers
see as ahead of the curve.”

Vitabiotics has worked with superstar KOLs
including Ji Jie, and some less famous
contributors, among them Lamb himself –
and a special furry guest.
“I’ve done some livestreaming where I’ve
come on and talked about the products and
I’ve been able to thank Chinese consumers
personally.
“I’m not the typical face of WellWoman, but
the Chinese consumers really appreciate
that and they like to see oversees
businesses active in China.”
The personal, relaxed nature of
livestreaming is what helps give it its huge
appeal among consumers, Lamb says.
“I did some livestreaming when I was on
holiday and I was by a pool and got to show
my dog. People were very excited, I could

Benji Lamb, Director of China & South Asia at Vitabiotics
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hear screams! It’s very informal, you just be
yourself and chat with the livestreamer.”
The 11.11 festival in 2020 was the first to
have two selling windows, the first running
from November 1 to 3, and the second on
November 11 itself. This meant there were two
pre-sale or “preheat” periods, and Vitabiotics
used each of them differently.

Content was tailored to the time period,
and brand messaging emphasized the
international provenance of the brand by
“dialing up the Britishness”.

“The first phase was about eyeballs really,
getting as many eyeballs as possible because
Chinese shoppers were using wish-listing to
save products for a later date – either the day
of 11.11 when the prices would further drop,
or they’re putting a deposit down on those
‘preheats’ to secure the pricing,” says Lamb.

But success can be a case of “be careful what
you wish for” in such a fast-moving market as
this, where products are usually shipped in
three or four months ahead of when they are
expected to be needed.

The second phase was more focused on
directing people to “hero” products, as well
as to specially created product bundles
to introduce new items alongside more
established hero products.
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Outside festival time, Vitabiotics is involved in
one or two livestreaming sessions a month,
often focusing on new products to the range.

“The challenge is if a livestreamer wants
50,000 units of, say, Osteocare, they expect
you to have it lying around even though
this wasn’t a conversation you were having
two months earlier. This is a challenge for
overseas brands ... it can be quite tricky.”
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So much more
than a bargain
The excitement around 11.11 is not just
about what people can buy. To build up
excitement each year, Alibaba adds new
dimensions and features to the event –
features that are often a closely guarded
secret until a grand reveal on 11.11 itself.

The event has gradually become a combination of shopping and entertainment,
with exclusive live and livestreamed content that links consumers’ physical and
digital worlds – a forerunner to what Alibaba now describes as “New Retail”.
In 2015, the first 11.11 live countdown gala was held – seen in the flesh by a
few thousand lucky ticket-holders, and watched avidly online and on national
television by everyone else.
These live events bring in a series of A-list stars from music, film and sport –
both local and international.
The events have a “play along at home” element that incentivizes consumers
to keep watching by rewarding them with coupons and discounts on their 11.11
shopping.
The 11.11 festival also includes a “See Now, Buy Now” fashion show, allowing
consumers to buy the latest-release fashions as they come down the runway,
in real time. The show lasts several hours and features the latest collections
from Chinese and international brands.
In 2016, Alibaba added an augmented reality game into the mix. Called ‘Catch
the Cat’, the game linked with brands including Starbucks and KFC – as well as
bricks-and-mortar shopping malls – to drive gamers into their stores for special
11.11 promotions. It was played by more than 70 million people.
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The 2018 11.11 gala saw dazzling performances by the
Cirque du Soleil and Mariah Carey amid an hour-long
entertainment extravaganza that also featured a basketball
match overseen by NBA star Allen Iverson. The 11.11 event
that year generated sales of US$30.8 billion - almost
triple the previous year’s Black Friday and Cyber Monday
combined.
Other international celebrities to have been part of 11.11
galas include model Miranda Kerr, James Bond actor
Daniel Craig, David and Victoria Beckham, and American
basketballer Kobe Bryant. Even Alibaba founder Jack Ma
has appeared at these stadium events, once hitting the
stage sporting a dazzling glitter disco wig.

retailers that do not have a direct connection with
Alibaba, the business that created the event.
Just as Alibaba carries out a huge amount of activity
around the 6.18 festival, created by rival JD.com,
JD.com, Suning.com, other online platforms and
offline retailers share the spirit of celebration around
11.11.

The audience for these galas just keeps on growing. In
2019, the 11.11 event, featuring Taylor Swift among an
all-star cast, was beamed live from Shanghai’s MercedesBenz Stadium to 106 countries, coordinated by a crack
team of 300 technical staff.
The date 11.11 has become such a strong feature on the
Chinese calendar that it is chosen as the time for new
product launches and special events even by brands and
45

It has become a truly national event, and one that
takes place online and offline, everywhere. In
November each year, shopping strips and malls all
over China are packed with specially created events,
offers and incentives to spend.
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“Many people compare 11.11 to Black Friday or
Cyber Monday, but they’re actually very different.”

Alibaba’s 11.11 outstrips the Biggest US Shopping Holidays in 2019
One Company - ONE DAY

“Think of 11.11 as the “Super Bowl” for brands. On this day, brands
bring the best resources, products, and services. The festival has grown
to be an unrivalled opportunity for brands to engage with consumers,
launch new products, build up brand loyalty, and gain consumer insights.
11.11 has blurred the lines between shopping and entertainment, and
brands are now pulling out all the stops to wow consumers.”

$38.4 billion
Total US Online Retail Sales - FOUR DAYS
Cyber Monday
$9.4 billion

Small Business Saturday
$3.6 billion

Thanksgiving Day
$4.2 billion

Black Friday
$7.4 billion

Bo Liu,
General Manager of Tmall
and Taobao Marketing

The spectacular growth and development of the 11.11 festival – from
a fun idea among students in one city to the biggest shopping event
on the planet – says as much about China as it does about Alibaba:
bigger, better, more innovative and more engaging every year.
46

$24.6 billion
Source: Adobe Analytics and Alibaba Group
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2019

2018

$30.8b
The rise and rise of 11.11

$38.4b

2017

$25.3b
2016

$17.8b

2015

2014

2013

$9.3b

$14.1b

2020

$5.1b

$74.1b

2012

$3.1b
2011
$819m

2010

$141m

2009

New Festival Format over 11 days

$7.58m
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$74.1 billion
sales break 11.11 records yet again

NOVEMBER
The 11.11 shopping festival has smashed all
previous sales records, with event founders
Alibaba reporting all-time-high sales totalling
RMB498.2 billion (US$74.1 billion) in 2020.
The figure covers the 11-day 11.11 campaign,
which began at midnight on November
1, and represents an increase in sales
(Gross Merchandise Volume) of 26 percent
compared to the same period in 2019.
The 2020 festival was the first to have two
sales windows – the first running November
1-3, and the second one a frantic 24hour shopping spree which ended as the
clock struck midnight to signal the end of
November 11. The extension of the festival
was designed by Alibaba to help businesses
boost sales in a year that has been
challenging for businesses and consumers
because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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International brands were in high demand,
with US brands alone banking $5.39 billion in
sales during the 11.11 shopping period. This
represented the largest contribution from a
single country or region outside of China.
“A China strategy – and a digital strategy – are
going to be absolutely critical for success in the
future,” said Alibaba President Michael Evans.
In all, over 26,000 brands from 84 countries
and regions taking part, between them offering
1.2 million new products from overseas to
Chinese consumers. Tmall Import and Export
general manager Alvin Liu said sales reflected
the opportunity in China for international
brands, describing “huge domestic demand in
the Chinese market as a source of hope”.

“Today’s businesses need
both a China strategy
and a digital strategy to
succeed, particularly in
the face of the challenges
posed by the pandemic.”
Michael Evans,
President, Alibaba
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31,766
474
RMB 100 105
million
2.10 million
2.321 410,000
billion
brands participating in
11.11 each surpassed

participating overseas brands (on cross-border platforms)

industry clusters generating
over RMB100 million in GMV

(US$14.9 million) in GMV.

participating offline mom-and-pop stores
Coverage of

Total number of delivery orders
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“The festival’s
success showed the
Chinese economy
has bounced back to
pre-pandemic levels”
Joe Tsai, Alibaba founder and
Executive Vice-Chairman

types of farm produce from 1,406 counties
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THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF SHOPPING
FESTIVAL S IN CHINA
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			hi-tech
commerce a hit

In 1950s and 60s America, a new middle class
was emerging, home ownership was on the rise,
technology meant people had more free time, and
advertising was entering a golden age. This alignment
of the stars provided retailers with the perfect
opportunity to commercialize holiday periods and
turn them into celebrations of shopping.

The ancient
traditions that
help make

In a similar way, modern China has seen a rapidly
expanding middle class, a surge of excitement
around consumerism and a thriving and hugely
creative advertising industry.
China now has more billionaires than the US, and is
home to more than 4 million seven-figure households.
This level of wealth is far from average, but even
ordinary consumers feel relatively affluent; they are
spending on their homes, on themselves, on dining
out and on gifts.

There are strong parallels between the stratospheric
rise of shopping festivals in China and the mass
commercialization of traditional holidays in the West.
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A rich history of
shopping festivals

Travelling traders would stop in different villages on different days of the
month; residents would look forward to ganji not just as an opportunity to buy
essential goods but also to join a social, festive occasion. A festival. Ganji are
still common in rural areas and remote towns, but only a generation or two
ago, they were still prevalent across much of the country.
“Family and friends from nearby villages would go together to the market – it
was a big day, the happiest day of their month,” Dr Dang says.

While the e-commerce shopping festivals of
today are a new invention, there’s evidence that
their success stems from an ancient tradition of
gathering for festive shopping events that take
place on specific days of the year.
Dr Ivy Dang, Assistant Professor of Marketing at
HKU Business School, the University of Hong
Kong, says “ganji” or market days have been
part of Chinese life for thousands of years.

“I still remember my relatives sharing this experience, and you see it on TV
dramas when people tell stories of the old days. All the village would come
out and take part, and people would even shout out to let others know the
market was starting. In rural parts of China, this is still the case. It’s part of our
culture and tradition.”

“But now it’s different. It’s a real celebration. It’s different
to Black Friday in the US or Europe, which is just about
the shopping. These events really are festivals.”
Like the World Cup, Olympic Games, Super Bowl
and Carnival, there’s an element of entertainment to
shopping festivals, most notably the gala concerts
created for the opening of each 11.11 festival. And, just
as many offline festivals involve games being played
together, online gaming is now a big part of shopping
festivals and the way shoppers earn rewards.
“Taking part is like a sport,” says Dang.

Dr Dang says today’s e-commerce-led shopping festivals are the digital
equivalent of ganji. They succeed, she says, because just like the old ganji
they unite two key offerings: the shopping, and the festival.
“Shopping festivals’ success now is all about how they’ve evolved into a
real festival, like a celebration of shopping. Back in 2009 (when the first 11.11
festival was held), it was all about the promotions and most Chinese shoppers
are price-sensitive. We joined in because it was cheap,” Dr Dang says.
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“All festivals tap into human nature, the need to gather
together. We’re social beings and we love to celebrate
things together; being together generates happiness.
And, of course, with shopping festivals there’s usually a
discount of some kind, and this is still very important.”
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Dr Ivy Dang, Assistant
Professor of Marketing at HKU
Business School, the University
of Hong Kong
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Thinking

FAST
AHEAD
, planning
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Italian fashion brand Pinko is finding that careful
planning – and a willingness to adapt quickly
to changing conditions – is proving a winning
combination for growth in China.
Roberto Sergi, the brand’s Regional General
Manager APAC, explains that despite strong
competition, Pinko has been expanding its physical
store footprint as well as growing online, with a
special focus on shopping festivals.
Pinko’s first involvement in the 11.11 shopping festival
was in 2018, just a few months after the brand
lauched its flagship store on the Tmall platform.

“We did online-offline
communication with subway
advertising and billboards,
we launched new products
for 11.11, and it was a good
way to test them and get
intelligence, both qualitative
and quantitative insights.”

Sergi says the contrast between that first festival day
and 2020’s two-week 11.11 shopping festival is stark.

Roberto Sergi, Regional
General Manager APAC,
Pinko

“It’s a complete switch from three years ago, when
it was all about discounting. This year it was more of
a communication project. We focused on full-price
items and we didn’t offer any discounts,” he says.
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Pinko generated 35 times the number of
unique visitors in 2020 as it did in 2019’s
11.11 festival, and attracted a younger
audience who can be reached again when
the new season’s collection is released.
Despite selling only at full price, sales for
the entire festival period were double that
of 2019’s 11.11, and among the five topselling items, three were specially created
for the festival.
Pinko was founded in the late 1980s by
Pietro Negra and his wife Cristina Rubini,
and has over 250 stores globally. It has had
a presence in China for a decade, and has
been ramping up expansion since 2016,
having gone from nine stores to 95 since
then, with plans to finish 2021 with 105.
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China is currently Pinko’s second-biggest
market after Italy, and is forecast to become its
biggest market within two to three years.
Such growth in a fiercely competitive market,
where rivals include strong emerging local
brands as well as big luxury groups from
Europe, has been a challenge, Sergi says.
The large holding companies tend to have
the upper hand when winning over landlords,
potential new recruits and the media, but Sergi
says there is an up-side to being small.
“We’re an independent, family-owned
business and on our side is that we’re fast …
and this is a place where you need to be fast.”

Pinko was one of 150 brands and designers to
livestream their collections via Tmall as part
of the first digital edition of Shanghai Fashion
Week, in 2020. The event went online due to
pandemic restrictions, and featured a “See
Now, Buy Now” function allowing viewers to
snap up catwalk items in a couple of clicks.
Pinko’s show achieved more than 2.5 million
views, the brand’s store had around 30,000
visitors, and it generated RMB 1 million in sales
via “See Now, Buy Now”.
“It was crazy,” Sergi says. “This is the country
of speed. In less than one week from deciding
we were going to do it, we were able to
arrange everything. Anywhere else in the
world, it would not have been possible.”

“We will have the DNA of an
Italian brand, but with local
creativity and local culture,
which is great for young
customers. In China, especially
the young, they’re looking for
new merchandise all the time.”
Roberto Sergi, Regional
General Manager APAC,
Pinko
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Livestreaming is a vital part of Pinko’s communications
strategy, though not the biggest contributor of volume sales.
During 11.11 in 2020, livestreaming was done in two ways –
from a physical store in Shanghai and from the Tmall store.
Collaborations are also important, particularly when recruiting
young consumers, Sergi says. In 2020 Pinko did a collection
with British designer Patrick McDowell with a focus on
sustainable fashion and is currently working with several
young Chinese designers including M Super Avenie, Mayli
and FFIXXED Studios, resulting in what Sergi describes as a
creative multicultural expression.
Sergi’s advice to other brands with an eye on China’s
vast market is that the market’s demands for high-speed
operations and customer service are like nowhere else. On
the other hand, e-commerce is not just a highly effective sales
channel but also a rich source of consumer insights and a way
to efficiently match marketing messages with the right target
audience. Above all, he says, plan well ahead.

“It’s a long story, investing
in marketing, merchandise,
localization, and operations.
Our success in 2020 started
five years ago, so you have
to plan now for next year. In
China, there are no shortcuts.”

Roberto Sergi, Regional
General Manager APAC,
Pinko
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As shoppers approach festival times, there are
some key considerations that help them make
decisions about what they buy and from where.

Smart and well connected

Know your
shopper

The first is a trade-off between value for money
and the time and energy they are willing to invest
in order to achieve it. Any individual will place
themselves somewhere along a spectrum between
devoting an enormous effort to achieve the best
possible deal, and simply avoiding any hassle at all
by buying a standard product at full price.

Chinese consumers have become wealthy, tech-savvy
and discerning in their appraisal of brands at a rate not
seen anywhere else in the world.
The pace of change in China has created millions of
newly affluent consumers who are highly aware of
the choices available to them, and who are adept at
using technology to help them make smart shopping
decisions that deliver on what really matters to them.
They are at once price conscious and highly discerning.
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Where people are along this continuum is not
necessarily a function of their ability to pay more;
this is a culture in which getting a good deal is
something to be proud of, and being the first in
a social group to get their hands on a coveted
product or brand is often admired.
The second key consideration for brands is that
while shoppers can do huge amounts of research
at high speed without even looking up from their
smartphone screen, they are not doing all this
virtual legwork themselves.
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That might be someone working at a brand
manufacturer or a retailer friend who could
add an extra discount, or make it easier for the
shopper to access vouchers or other offers.
Shoppers would also band together, dividing
up the task of checking out a range of shops
to compare stock and price and swapping
tips on where the best deals were.

The word “guanxi” in Putonghua translates literally as
“connections”, and refers to a network of social networks and
influential relationships that can help someone’s business or
personal dealings. Guanxi partners invoke mutual obligation as a
kind of currency to obtain and reciprocate favors and, over time,
the ledger of benefits given and received should balance.

In the e-commerce world, guanxi are still
important, but in new ways. Friends work
together not only to pass on tips on items of
mutual interest, but also join forces digitally to
play games and consume content that gives
them the opportunity to access exclusives or
earn discounts.
The other key guanxi in consumers’ lives now
are online influencers, better known in this
market as KOLs (Key Opinion Leaders).

Celebrities now form a vital conduit between brands and consumers,
offering introductions to new brands and often access to special deals that
wouldn’t otherwise be available.
While KOLs are paid promoters of the brands they recommend to their
followers, all parties understand that the entire relationship is built on trust.
Consumers need to believe that KOLs have tested the products they
promote and will only advise shoppers to buy when they genuinely believe
it’s a good deal. And KOLs know that their ability to attract brands seeking
their endorsement depends on maintaining a large - and loyal - following.

We explore the role of KOLs more deeply in Chapter 9 –
Ultimate Guide to Livestreaming.

In the early days of China’s Golden Week shopping events, which
took place largely in physical stores, shoppers could request
a favor—a good deal—from someone in a position to deliver it.
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Name:

Sindy Li

The voice of the consumer

A labor of love
“I buy lots of things I need, and a bunch of things I want,”
she says. “It’s a real mixture – I’ve bought everything from
Apple AirPods and a Dyson vacuum cleaner to laundry
liquid and toilet paper, as well as presents for friends and
relatives. It adds up to dozens of orders for each festival.”
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Age:

33

Occupation:

Marketing
Lives:

Shopping festivals are
a labor of love for Sindy
Li, who starts planning
for the next one almost
as soon as one is over.

Beijing
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Her planning is meticulous, not just
to ensure Li finds all the products she
wants at the best prices, and discovers
limited-edition products she loves, but
also to use vouchers and special deals
to maximum effect.
“I usually look at Taobao three or four
times a day, but at festival time it’s more
like 10 times a day or more.”
The brands she follows often help with
the planning by advertising on their
product pages which items are going
to be discounted and by how much, so
she can add them to her cart and then
wait for the campaign to start to actually
buy. Some brands allow shoppers to
pay a deposit to reserve items, so they
know they will definitely have it, and
then the balance is paid on festival day.

“I mostly tend to buy brands I already know,
but I have discovered new ones because
the algorithm in the Taobao app makes
recommendations every time you open it,
and they do tend to be things I’m interested
in. I discovered Neiwai underwear this
way a few years ago, and now I don’t buy
anything else! I tend to buy a mix of local
and international brands, and also services
like facials and manicures, which you pay for
and then book your appointment online.”
But planning isn’t just about identifying the
items Li wants. There’s strategy at work, and
lots of close communication with friends,
who share exclusives and specials they’ve
spotted. Selling platforms like Tmall offer
coupons – RMB30 off for every RMB300
spent, for example – so it’s important not to
have a total that comes just under a multiple
of RMB300. Then there are games played
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with friends, allowing groups to earn coins
that can be turned into credit, and more
credit to be earned by browsing specific
brands’ online stores.
“Often the things I’m buying aren’t actually
discounted, but they’re cheaper to buy
because of the coupons and credits,” she
says.
On the big day of a festival, Li is poised to
complete her first transaction minutes after
midnight, but this often involves a frantic
scramble to replace any items that have
already sold out before she has a chance to
check out.

“There are some anxious
moments and sometimes
I get in a bit of a panic
when things are selling
out fast, but I do love it.”
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Then she gets a few hours’ sleep before rising early to
see what vouchers she might have been sent overnight,
see what her favorite KOLs are recommending, and
check what friends have been buying.
Throughout the day there’s more shopping, then
another big push towards the end of the festival, when
product or discount announcements are made, and
more coupons can be earned. “One of my friends got a
big coupon last year and ordered an iPhone in the last
hour of the day,” she says.
Li tends to buy summer dresses and make-up during
6.18 because the festival falls during the warmer
weather.
“Of course, 11.11 is the big one, because the discounts
are biggest and pretty much all the brands I follow take
part in the event in some way. And because 11.11 is in
winter, I tend to buy a lot of winter clothes, thermals and
boots, and presents for family and friends that I keep
for Spring Festival – things like scarves for some of my
older relatives, and Lego for my nieces and nephews.
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“Because 11.11 is near the end of the year,
I also look on Tmall Global for discounts
on luxury goods, such as bags, shoes or
clothes, to give myself a reward for a year’s
hard work. I’ve seen things like a Burberry
windbreaker, Gucci scarf and bag, and
Montblanc wallet at prices that are taxinclusive as part of the discount. Tmall
Global guarantees the source and quality
of the products, so it’s the same as buying
abroad, but more convenient.
“It can feel a bit painful when you checkout
because of all the things in your shopping
cart – it adds up to quite a lot, but I do
budget for it and have money put aside.”

Li’s husband, Byron Li, is a big fan of Lego
and at festival time looks for his favourite
Lego models, compares discounts and
places an order. “The discount on Lego is
usually small, but there are often special gift
packs, which make them more appealing
and great value,” Li says. “He also buys
electronics and accessories such as
cameras, lenses, or mobile phones. He
buys a new iPhone every one or two years,
and they’re often at a lower price during
festivals.”
Li’s purchases start arriving on the day of the
festival and the rest come over the coming
days and weeks. Often she has forgotten
what she’s ordered, so it’s a fun surprise
when the parcels come in.
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“Unwrapping is
always the best
part of the whole
experience.
I love it!”
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Changing motivations in 2020

The bounceback effect
In addition to the usual drivers of
consumption, since COVID-19 there’s a
new one.
David Lloyd, General Manager UK,
Netherlands & Nordics at Alibaba Group,
says this is consumption fueled by pentup frustration during COVID-related
restrictions on movement, and a sense
of release that shopping provides.

“There is a growing trend for
‘revenge buying’ – as consumers
indulge in sprees to make up
for time lost in lockdown.”
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David Lloyd, General
Manager UK,
Netherlands & Nordics
at Alibaba Group

“The success of the 6.18 festival in 2020, the
first major shopping event in China since the
COVID-19 outbreak, points to a strong appetite
for the biggest festival of them all in 2020: 11.11.”
Usage of digital wallets is high, so this proved highly effective at
keeping the Chinese economy ticking over, as well as providing
opportunities for brands base in other markets where demand
was still hampered by the pandemic.

“While this is now a truly global phenomenon, with queues
extending around the block for some physical stores, this trend
is firmly rooted in China – clearly exemplified by the experience
of Hermès’ Guangzhou store, which reopened post-COVID and
took $2.7 million worth of sales in a single day!”
The surge in sales has been helped to some extent by
government programs designed to keep the economy moving.

“With a strong return in spending, Chinese consumers have
become even more important to international companies as a
source of growth,” said Lloyd. “Throughout this period, demand
for imported goods has remained high.”

China issued $1.71 billion worth of coupons to incentivise
consumers to spend. These coupons were more than just
vouchers – they were digital, time-sensitive coupons that were
often accessed through a ballot system, seeing millions of
consumers set alarms across China in an attempt to get to the
front of the queue. Heightened excitement and demand for
these coupons helped to fuel further spending.

Data from Tmall Global shows that purchases of goods from
overseas were up 40 percent year on year in June 2020. During
the May 5 Shopping Festival, sales of imported goods were up
239 percent on the previous year, and up 43 percent for Tmall
Global during the 6.18 festival.
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HOME:
WHERE THE
HEART IS

The joy of sharing quality time with friends and family at
home has been brought into sharp focus by the COVID
pandemic, according to luxury homeware brand Christofle,
which has seen demand in China soar in 2020.

Christofle CEO Nathalie Remy says consumers
have been driven to rethink the value of
home and togetherness, at the same time as
Christofle was ramping up its presence in China
with a mission to promote the art of sharing.

it really is
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Christofle has seen a sharp increase in demand
for dining and home products in many markets,
but the effect in China has been “massive”.

© Stéphane de Bourgies

“Chinese consumers traditionally eat outside
the home, they go to restaurants a lot and even
though restaurants reopened in March, they
didn’t go back as before,” Remy says.
“They’ve rediscovered their home, and they’ve
learnt the pleasure of inviting people to share
meals at home.”
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As well as selling directly to consumers in
China, Christofle also sells via third-party
retail stores and direct to the hospitality trade.
The COVID effect on hotels and restaurants
has underlined the importance of China;
Remy says China will account for more than
80 percent of investment in the next five
years by the global hospitality sector.
She expects China’s contribution to
Christofle’s business to grow from around 10
percent now to at least 25 percent by 2025.
A heritage brand with 190 years of history,
Christofle seeks to strike a balance in its
communications between promoting its
brand history, the products themselves,
and providing inspirational messages. The
combination changes according to the time
of year and the consumer context.

“We consider Christofle as a
creator of conviviality,” she
says. “This brand mission
is even more relevant in the
current pandemic context
as people discover - or
rediscover - they actually
have a ‘Home’. Moments with
your family and friends have
become treasured because
they’re very rare.”

During 2020, for example, the brand ran a
WeChat campaign around ways to make
a home office more inviting, and another
about enjoying a working lunch at home.
Communications feature not just product
descriptions but also images to spark
ideas, and recipes from well-known chefs.
For the 11.11 festival, Christofle launched
its Royal Jack range of pet accessories,
and highlighted the last available pieces
from its collection created with singer
Pharrell Williams and chef Jean Imbert.
There were gifts with purchases and lucky
draws but, crucially and very deliberately,
no discounts.
Remy says the fact Christofle could
succeed without dropping prices was a
key learning about festivals in China.

Nathalie Remy,
Christofle CEO
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“There is no absolute need for price promotions,
but there is an absolute need for creativity and
propositions to drive customer conversion. It’s
much more about entertainment, discovery
and social engagement rather than pure price.”
Nathalie Remy,
Christofle CEO

On 11.11 itself, Christofle achieved five times
its average daily sales, and the boost lasted
several weeks as the festival was extended in
2020 to cover the first weeks of November.
Remy says the benefits of 11.11 go beyond
the short-term lift in turnover. Brands also
attract new potential consumers – including
those who add products to cart during the
festival but don’t convert to a sale – who can
be retargeted after the event.
For Christofle, there was a huge increase in
brand awareness nationally, but especially
in regions where it does not have a physical
presence.
Remy’s advice to brands not yet selling in
China is simple: “Go, go, go!”
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She stresses the need for a strong
online presence, both for selling and
communications, and says the right local
partner is essential. Internal structures need
to be streamlined so that decisions can be
made fast – in hours and days rather than
weeks.

“Product collaboration is not more important
in China, but what is more important in China
is the impression of exclusivity – limited
series, this kind of thing. And what’s important
to Chinese consumers is collaborations in
terms of communication. KOLs are more
important in China than anywhere else.”

High-profile collaborations are also important;
Christofle has worked with Japanese
lacquer specialist Hakose San on limitededition pieces priced at 50 times the regular
products.

For brands just starting out, Remy says they
should focus on recruiting the best talent and
be highly ambitious.

“We have a long history of collaboration
with ‘friends of the maison’ but the spirit in
which we are looking for collaborations is
much more about long-term partnership and
shared values than looking at celebrities for
celebrity’s sake,” Remy says.
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“Have a startup mindset,” she
says. “It’s difficult to start from
zero in a country the size of a
continent, but a startup dreams
it’s already big even when it’s
small, and we have to do the
same.”

DATES FOR THE DIARY
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The nation’s shopping festivals

day by day
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Spring Festival
(Chinese/Lunar New Year)
(Dates vary. 2021 Spring Festival Golden
Week Holiday is February 13-17)

Valentine’s Day

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Home, Clothing, Food & Drink

February 14

This is the oldest and most important festival on the Chinese lunar
calendar; a time to celebrate the new lunar year, and spend time with
family members, many of whom travel across the country to be together
for this special festival. Lunar New Year is often accompanied by extra
spending ahead of the event, as householders do a thorough “spring
clean” before visitors arrive, refreshing home décor and even buying new
furniture. New clothes and accessories are often bought to wear at family
gatherings, and hosts tend to spend generously on special food and drink
for shared meals, often buying New Year-themed sharing packs or other
limited-edition items that tie in with the animal on the Chinese zodiac
representing the new year. There is a tradition of handing out lucky red
packets of money to children and to employees, but buying presents to
give at Spring Festival is a relatively new trend and is not widely practised.
Shoppers do, however, start stocking up on food and drink some months
ahead, and this is an important time for brands in the travel sector, too.
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TARGET AUDIENCE: Younger Consumers
KEY CATEGORIES: Beauty, Fashion, Luxury
This celebration of romantic love is quite new to China,
which has its own traditional dates for gift-giving between
couples and for candlelit meals. But the gestures
associated with Valentine’s Day in the West – the sharing
of secret messages of admiration, as well as the sending
of red roses, chocolates and other gifts – has been
catching on, particularly among younger consumers in
the biggest cities. The festival itself has roots in pagan
and Christian traditions, and was first noted as a day of
romantic celebration in a Geoffrey Chaucer poem penned
in 1375. In China, as well as flowers and confectionary, gifts
of fashion and jewellery are often shared.
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Healthy outlook

Women’s Day
March 8
TARGET AUDIENCE: Women
KEY CATEGORIES: Beauty, Fashion, Luxury, Home and Electronics
This event targets women as buyers and as recipients of goods from the men in
their lives, and there is usually a focus on fashion, jewellery, accessories, skincare
and cosmetics. The date has traditionally been a socialist commemoration of
women’s rights movements, and it was adopted by the United Nations in 1975 as
International Women’s Day. Different brands and retailers use their own slightly
different names for it in China, often opting for “Queen’s Day”, which is used by
both Alibaba and JD, or Sister Day (preferred by Suning) and even Butterfly Day or
Goddess Day. Some brands are also promoting March 7 as Girls’ Day, or Female
Students’ Day, to extend the sale period.
The 2020 shopping event was the biggest on record, with Tmall alone
announcing the number of brands taking part had doubled since 2019, and the
product line-up increasing by 60 percent. Sales of home and personal electronics
were up, along with traditional March 8 categories such as fashion and beauty.
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Canadian brand Viva Naturals saw an
opportunity in the growing interest in health
and wellness as a result of COVID-19.
The brand launched content-marketing
campaigns to target different health interests
and needs across Alibaba’s marketing
channels. These included more than 40
blog posts and livestreaming sessions on
everything from weight-management tips
for young consumers to ways to boost
vitality and maintain cardiovascular health
for senior shoppers. On “Queen’s Day” 2020,
Viva Naturals generated its highest-ever
daily sales on Tmall, beating even its 11.11
sales record from 2019. This surge in sales
also helped inform Viva Naturals’ strategy;
the brand is now expediting a new line of
immunity-support supplements based on
consumer demand.

Tmall Men’s Festival
Shopping Festival
April 18
TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Electronics and
Appliances
This is electronics retailer Suning’s
answer to Alibaba’s 11.11 festival, a
mega shopping festival focusing on
personal electronics and appliances,
with big discounts and special
offers to encourage shoppers to
spend big. Suning.com is the largest
online retailer of home appliances in
China, and has a network of physical
stores. As with other festivals, the
date has been picked up by retailers
and brands other than Suning, who
can capitalize on the consumer
excitement around gadgets and
appliances at this time.

(Dates vary, May)
TARGET AUDIENCE: Men and Women
KEY CATEGORIES: Clothing, Personal Care, Electronics
Created by Alibaba’s Tmall platform, the Men’s
Festival is one of Tmall’s key campaigns in the
first half of the year. It’s a time when men are
encouraged to treat themselves to something
special, and women are urged to buy gifts for the
men in their lives. Discounts and special deals are
offered on suits, casual clothing, shoes, accessories,
men’s skincare, healthcare items, personal
electronics and even cars and driving accessories.
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5.5 Shopping Festival
May 5 (Shanghai only)
TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Beauty, Appliances, Household Cleaning
The 5.5 Shanghai Shopping Festival is one of many city-wide and district-wide events being
coordinated across the country by city authorities and local business groups to stimulate
local trade. Ordinarily these are primarily offline events with a focus on driving footfall to
malls and other stores. Due to the pandemic, they have become a combination of online and
offline shopping, with Shanghai authorities in 2020 working closely with Alibaba on the online
element of 5.5. Sales on Tmall topped RMB100 million ($14.14 million) within the first minute of
the festival, and with demand high for imported goods, the cross-border marketplace Kaola
launched its Overseas Warehouse Opening Day on May 7, bringing discounts and free direct
shipping of imported goods to consumers in Shanghai. Sales of imports more than doubled
on 5.5 in 2020, with international beauty devices, kitchen appliances and household cleaning
supplies among the most popular items.
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Other local shopping festivals include the “2020
Global Cloud Shopping Festival, Trip to Nanshan”
event, held between April 25 and June 30 2020.With
the aim of revitalizing businesses post-COVID in the
Nanshan district of Shenzhen, the event provided
consumers with discounts, digital coupons and the
chance to win prizes. It was organized by the local
bureau commerce, Tencent and online lender Lexin.
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5.20 Festival
Mothers’ Day
(Dates vary) 2021 will be May 9

May 20

Scent of Success

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Beauty, Fashion, Luxury, Home

Luxury brands in categories
traditionally associated with
romance tend to flourish on
May 20 as couples look for
ways to show the special person
in their lives how much they
mean to them. Searches for
fragrance, fashion, accessories
and other luxury items is strong,
and provides brands with an
opportunity to draw in new
customers as well as make extra
sales. In 2020, French luxury
fashion house Chloé broadcast
its first official livestream on
the eve of 5.20 and drew over
62,000 views, while Balenciaga
raked in 38,000 new followers
shortly after opening its flagship
store on Tmall’s Luxury Pavilion.

This is one of many occasions on the Chinese calendar on which
couples are encouraged to buy gifts for one another as an
expression of their love. In Putonghua, the pronunciation of the
date “520” is similar to “I love you”, so the date has a long heritage
of significance to couples, and sometimes extends to families
expressing their love for one another. Spending in 2020 was strong,
with JD.com reporting a 227 percent rise in gift transactions, led by
cosmetics and fragrance, flowers and gold ornaments. Alibaba’s
B2C e-commerce site Tmall reported a growing trend of “revenge
buying” – making up for shopping occasions lost during lockdown,
and record-level participation from luxury brands for its 5.20
sales campaign. More than 150 premium brands debuted 5,000
new products and those such as Cartier, Longines, Chanel, Yves
Saint Laurent Beauty and Tom Ford released special-edition gift
boxes for the event. Tmall’s luxury division said consumers placed
over 400,000 orders of luxury goods that day, while total luxury
spending increased by 61 percent year-on-year.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Beauty, Fashion, Luxury, Baby Care
The importance of showing respect for one’s parents
and grandparents runs deep in Chinese culture,
though the idea of creating a special day to honor
mothers and grandmothers is an idea imported from
the West and one that began to gain traction following
China’s economic reforms in 1979. Marketing often
focuses on the opportunity for people to show their
thanks to their mothers by choosing “the best” for
them, and giving them a treat they truly deserve.
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Children’s Day
June 1
TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Clothing, Toys, Stationery, Restaurants
June 1 has been an official holiday for children in China
since 1949, when the government awarded primary school
students half a day off. In the mid-1950s this became a
full day, and quickly became an opportunity for families to
take their youngsters on a special day out, and there are
often discounts on tourist attractions and theme parks, or
free entry for children, to encourage family visits. Children’s
clothing, shoes, toys, stationery and child-friendly restaurants
and food brands tend to promote themselves ahead of
Children’s Day, with marketing activity beginning in late May.
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Fast Facts from 6.18 2020
for JD.com alone

RMB

Big ideas, big impact

269.2
Total sales

June 18 and the weeks around it
TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Everything

On 6.18, Alibaba worked with a sanitary-napkin
maker to launch face masks that had a cooling
effect, based on the platform’s insight that there
would be considerable demand. Within an
hour of livestreaming during 6.18, the business
secured orders for 70 million face masks.
Similarly, brands in the home furnishings sector
used the 6.18 festival to make up for the huge
drop-off in sales during the lockdown period.
Tmall said newly developed 3D shopping
technologies, giving shoppers a better sense of
what products would look like in their homes,
help boost home decorating sales by 61 percent
year-on-year. 3D showrooms created for more
than 100 brands, including IKEA, which unveiled
an online version of one of its Shanghai stores,
complete with furniture-filled showrooms were
created and the retailer’s signature maze-like
walkthrough design. In just a few days, 30 million
visitors had been around the 3D showrooms,
and conversion rates were about nine times the
category average for those brands using the
technology, Alibaba reported.

billion

The 6.18 Shopping Festival was created by JD.com in 1998
to rival Alibaba’s 11.11 event. The date was chosen to mark
the birthday of its founder, Richard Liu Qiangdong, and
for brands creates a huge summer event to contrast with
11.11 which falls in winter. The 6.18 festival has been widely
adopted by retailers and brands outside the JD platform,
including Alibaba, which counts it among its biggest
days of the year for transactions. Alibaba and JD.com
reported combined sales on 6.18 2020 of $136.51 billion,
with JD alone reporting that orders were up by close to 34
percent over the same day a year earlier.

33.6%
Growth in sales since 2019

Top countries for JD.com
sales in China on 6.18

Germany

US
Japan
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Netherlands

Note: Alibaba does not release comparable data for 6.18
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The hottest event of the summer
The 6.18 festival is in many ways the
summer edition of 11.11. It was inspired
by the success of Alibaba’s 11.11 and
created by one of its biggest rivals,
JD.com, but just as 11.11 has become a
major event for all brands, retailers and
platforms in China each November, so
too has 6.18 become everyone’s biggest
sale event of the summer season.
In 2020, 6.18 was the first major
shopping event to take place since the
outbreak of COVID-19, and its success
was seen as evidence of the resilience
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of the Chinese economy and, according
to JD.com, the opportunity that remains
for international brands, even in times of
great uncertainty.
The most popular imported categories
across the platform during 6.18 in
2020 included electric shavers, luxury
products, building blocks for children,
music, entertainment and coffee
machines. Best-selling brands included
Apple, Sony, Siemens, Philips and
Panasonic, along with Estee Lauder, A2,
Aptamil, Swisse and Nintendo.
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The big one...
TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL
KEY CATEGORIES: Everything
In 2009, Alibaba held the world’s first massscale, brand-created shopping festival.
Singles Day, now known as 11.11, was an
immediate success, despite e-commerce
still being quite a novel experience for most
Chinese consumers.
“We worked hard to attract brands to join
Alibaba in this new initiative. And to get
consumers excited, we offered discounts
of at least 50 percent and free nationwide
shipping,” recalls Bo Liu, General Manager of
Tmall and Taobao Marketing.

10 0

Only 27 brands participated in the first Singles
Day event, but the response from consumers
was tremendous. “On that day, total GMV
reached RMB 52 million (around US$7.8
million), surpassing the 2009 average daily
GMV of RMB 8 million. That’s when we knew
we were onto something,” says Liu.
Building upon the incredible results in
year one, Alibaba continued to work with
more brands and merchants to provide a
wider selection of high-quality products to
consumers all over China in the years that
followed. But the rapid growth of the festival
also tested the company’s infrastructure.

10 1

G RE AT VALUE –
WHY IT ’ S SO MUCH MORE
THAN A BIG DISCOUNT
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From ‘end of life’ to

starting 		
						afresh
Shopping festivals used to be all
about the huge discounts. The
headline-grabbing promise of “X% off”
and the sense of urgency it created
for consumers to snap up a satisfying
bargain before stocks sold out. In
short, they were a way for brands and
retailers to shift huge amounts of
inventory at the end of a season.
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As with so much in modern China, things
change fast. Today, there is still a role for
the too-good-to-ignore discount, without
doubt. But for brands, the reasons to be part
of a shopping festival have shifted quite
dramatically.
Rather than seeing festivals as a last hurrah
for products at the end of their shelf life,
smart brands have come to celebrate these
events as times to create excitement and
engagement in new ways – often with
products at the very beginning of life.
New product launches, exclusives, limitededition variants and new packaging formats
are proving highly effective tools for brands
at shopping festivals. They not only drive
up short-term sales, but also attract new
consumers to a brand, and build stronger,
deeper connections with shoppers who
already know and like it. And, importantly,
brands don’t have to put a strain on margins
in order to succeed.

Low prices can still be highly effective but
they are also risky, unless carefully used to
encourage trial with a strategy to recoup
costs over the rest of the year through
greater loyalty.
And the excitement brands can create at
festival time isn’t just about the products.
Festivals are a way for brands to deliver a big
dose of fun to shoppers who are always on
the lookout for something fresh – something
that’s especially important now, when there
has been less opportunity to have a fun
shopping experience in physical stores, or at
social gatherings.
For international brands, consumers’ search
for excitement and their appetite for trying
something new makes shopping festivals a
huge opportunity.

that each year, shopping festivals in China
become increasingly global.
“These shopping festivals are excellent
gateways into China for brands from around
the world. It is clear that the demand for
foreign goods in China is growing, and
Chinese shopping festivals are providing
brands with a unique opportunity to access
the Chinese market … without any need for a
local bricks-and-mortar set-up,” she says.
The rapidly expanding ranks of the middle
classes provide fertile ground in which
international brands can grow; foreign brands
are often perceived to be of superior quality
to locally made alternatives, something that
is especially important in categories related
to health, wellness, beauty and baby care, all
of which are playing a more prominent role in
people’s lives post-COVID.

Meifang Chen, Head of Fashion, Luxury and
Home UK, Iberia and Northern Europe, says
CONTIN U ED ON PAG E X X
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In the

China’s Most
Captivating
Retail Brands
Revealed
10 6
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Strong and dynamic retail brands from China
and around the world are winning local
consumers’ hearts, minds and wallets – but
they’re doing it in very different ways.
A just-launched analysis of the most captivating
retail brands in China shows the leading
local brand is Taobao and the international
brands are led by Nike. Brands in the ranking
are the most likely to be chosen, loved and
recommended by Chinese consumers.
The analysis was done in early 2021 by WPP
BAV, the world’s largest brand measurement
platform, and charts brand advocacy and
passion – the emotional commitment that
brands inspire in consumers.
The brands that make the Top 50 Most
Captivating Retail Brands span a huge range of
categories, business models and price points,
but they share several key attributes that
together create desire – and lead consumers to
recommend them to friends and family.

The BAV 2021 Most Captivating Retail Brands
in China are perceived by shoppers as:

34%
more reliable...

16%

more intelligent...

21%

more energetic...

16%

more visionary...
than the average retail brand operating in China
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The Top 50 comprises 25 “Made in China” brands,
led in first place by Alibaba’s Taobao platform, and
25 foreign retail brands from markets as far afield
as the US (Nike, Apple), Germany (adidas, Nivea),
France (Chanel, Christian Dior) and Japan (Uniqlo,
Muji, SK-II).
A deep dive into the strengths of these brands
shows clear differences in the reasons why people
desire the leading local brands compared to the
top-ranking foreign brands. These differences
underpin the opportunities that international brands
have to reach Chinese consumers via local sales
and content platforms during shopping festivals.

Chinese retail brands are

International retail brands are:

47%

13%

71%

more relevant

more well-known

29%

27%

more loved

more friendly

22%
more kind

more differentiated

4%

more esteemed

47%

50%

15%

30%

more classy

more glamorous

more desirable

more high-quality

The Chinese brands are seen as familiar,
dependable, friendly and kind, and they’re loved as
a result. The international brands, in contrast, tend
to be described as more classy and glamorous;
they feel more different and desirable. Think of the
local brands as a cheerful next-door neighbor, and
the global brands more as a sexy celebrity.
Source: BAV 2021 Leading Retail Brands in China
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Top 10: The Most Captivating
Retail Brands in China 2021

“There are clear differences in the way
consumers view home-grown retail success
stories versus those that have come to China
from afar – but neither one is ‘better’.
“Understanding these perceptions can help
brands explore areas of potential growth, play
to their strengths and work on their weaknesses.

1

4

“What truly sets apart the strongest brands from
the rest is not their country of origin but their
vision, dynamism and the customer experience
they offer. This ranking shows those attributes
can come from anywhere.”
1 10

2

7

3

5

6

8

9

10

The Most Captivating Retail Brands ranking is based on more than 4,000 interviews with Chinese consumers in China in late 2020. Around 1,200 brands were assessed.

Michael Sussman,
Managing Director, BAV

BAV is the world’s largest brand knowledge platform. For more information, please see page 272.
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What’s the big idea?
For consumers, “winning” at a shopping festival is not
just about the price. It’s about getting a sense of great
value, and that can come from many things other than
the price. Being among the first with a new or limitededition product from a favorite brand, or discovering
something special from a brand they’ve never tried
before, can feel like just as big a win.
Smart brands are therefore planning new products
specifically for launch on key shopping festival dates,
designed to meet the fast-changing demands of
Chinese consumers, sometimes catering to quite
niche audiences, who they can target via the shopping
platforms with tailored content and offers.

“You see the greatest product launches and marketing
campaigns around 11.11,” says General Manager of Tmall
and Taobao Marketing Bo Liu.
Both Alibaba and JD.com have developed tools and
teams that help brands tap into a wealth of data to
provide insights into the kinds of new products that are
most likely to succeed in China – and help them get from
idea to launch faster than has historically been possible.
Known as C2M – a process by which consumer insights
direct manufacturers – this approach has been used to
great effect by brands in categories as diverse as snack
foods and sports cars.

“Our goal is to enable brands to make more
informed decisions by providing them with the
most accurate market insights. “By handing
them the necessary tools, brands can often
expedite their research and development time
and raise the probability of presenting a product
that will be accepted by the Chinese consumers.”

Alibaba launched its Tmall Innovation Center in 2017,
a service designed to help brands large and small
through all stages of the production cycle, from insights
discovery to design, development and testing, along with
marketing and customer feedback.
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Miya Duan,
Head of Tmall Marketing
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By the end of 2019, the TMIC had
supported the creation of 400 new
products, on average going from idea
to launch within six months. In 2020, the
TMIC was expected to incubate 1,000
new products.
At JD, there is also a product
development system available
to partner brands, which starts
with consumer insights and spans
online simulations, research and
development, launches and marketing.
The company says Artificial Intelligence
plays a key role in identifying trends
and consumer needs, demonstrating
not just what people buy, but also what
motivates purchasing decisions.

During the 2020 6.18 festival, JD says sales
of C2M products increased 622 percent
year-on-year. And during the Mid-Autumn
Festival in late September, JD reported
that C2M mooncakes accounted for 60 to
70 percent of all mooncake sales on the
platform this year, contributing to a rise in
total mooncake sales of 135 percent over
2019.
The fact that the average price of
mooncakes sold on JD in 2020 rose by 35
percent demonstrates an important benefit
to brands of taking a C2M approach:

Consumers are more likely to pay a
premium for something that perfectly
matches their needs and preferences.
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Fresh Thinking
Innovation can spark tremendous excitement – and create
large volume sales – in any category, provided it is based
on sharp insights into the target market. In 2017, Johnson &
Johnson created a sensation by pairing two pieces of market
understanding to great effect: that mouthwash was becoming
increasingly popular in China, and that women in particular were
interested in flavors beyond the usual minty selection, with floral
or fruity notes. In just five months, down from the usual lead time
on new products of 12 to 18 months, Johnson & Johnson created
two new flavors of Listerine — Rosemary Blossom and Vanilla
Breeze. These were launched on Tmall at the 11.11 festival, and
the response from consumers was resounding. Shoppers bought
more than 10,000 bottles in the first five minutes of sales.
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Drilling down

Ahead of the 2020 6.18 festival, the
gardening and power tools brand WORX
worked to create a new product that
fulfilled a series of needs identified by the
brand in partnership with JD. They started
with the understanding that most people
don’t know what tools they need for home
decorating, and that combination tool kits
are seen as expensive and are infrequently
used. Added to that, power tools are often
heavy and cables get in the way. WORX
developed a lightweight, battery powered
cordless combo tool kit, and invited Italian
designers to adapt styling and ergonomics
to the preferences of young consumers.
The new product’s page was visited over
200,000 times in a month, and achieved a
98 percent positive rating.
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Snack Time
A host of food brands have worked with Alibaba’s TMIC to develop hit new
products, many of which have been created for launch during the 11.11 festival.
In 2019, Mondelēz built on the insight that biscuit consumers in China were also
buying dried fruit and nuts. They developed a version of their mini Oreos made
with dried fruit and nuts, and were able to assess the scale of the potential market
to determine the right level of resourcing for the project. Digital focus groups and
virtual concept testing followed, and on 11.11, around 20,000 packs were sold. This
success followed another snacking hit launched during 11.11, this time in 2017 for
Mars, which launched a chilli-infused Snickers bar to satisfy Chinese consumers’
love of spicy food. The product met its first-year sales target in six months.
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Ahead of
the game

Computer giant HP has been
working on C2M projects with JD
since 2015, when it began using
deep learning and semantic
analysis of millions of customer
reviews and searches, combined
with market trend analysis and
market research, to develop its
OMEN gaming PC with in-demand
features. More than one million
OMENs have been sold since; the
latest version, the Omen 6 Plus,
launched on 6.18 2020 and sold
out within 30 minutes.

“We are in an era of focus on
personalization, and C2M makes up an
important part of the retail value chain,
especially for brands that are facing
challenges related to staying relevant
and meeting consumer expectations.”

Du Feng, Head of
PC business at JD
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The entertainment aspect of shopping in China is
magnified on shopping festival days, and brands must not
only offer the best products at the best prices in order to
engage consumers – but also offer the best content.
Just as the gala event created for 11.11 has evolved to
provide rich content, brands also need to use amazing
content to drive desire and demand, thinking about all
customer touchpoints and how to create content that
resonates with consumers in order to pique curiosity and
provide fun, satisfaction, and even an element of surprise.

Shopping festivals are only partly about the
shopping. The rest of the focus is on the “festival”
atmosphere that the events create.

In the early days of Chinese shopping festivals, content
creation was easy. A “40% off” promise and some prominent
banner ads did the job simply and very effectively. Now,
with so many brands competing for shoppers’ attention,
content creation has become an artform requiring greater
sophistication and personalisation than ever before.

Tony Shan, Alibaba’s Head of Tmall Global and Kaola
for the Americas, says the importance of exploration
and discovery as part of shopping in China is not
to be underestimated. That’s why shopping superapps are designed to offer something new every
time a user opens them, even if it’s only minutes
since the previous shopping session. And it’s why
these apps offer personalized Z recommendations
based on deep computer learning about that
individual’s shopping and browsing preferences.

The major shopping platforms have developed tools
to help brands create more engaging content. Here we
explore some of the most exciting options being used by
creative – and successful – brands.
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“Shopping in China is
entertainment, it’s not
just transactions.”
Tony Shan, Alibaba’s Head of Tmall
Global and Kaola for the Americas
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Augmented reality technology has ridden to the rescue,
providing a vital – if virtual – link between physical
shopping, particularly for brands in the fashion and
beauty sectors.
Alibaba’s Tmall now allows brands to personalize their
flagship stores to include more interactive features
including augmented reality. Shoppers can now virtually
“try on” make up and clothing to get a better sense of
what suits them before they commit to buying.

Augmented Reality
The need to add the best aspects of physical shopping
to the digital experience was highlighted in 2020, with
pandemic-related restrictions on movement meaning
people were forced to go online for items they might
have preferred to buy in person.
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The effect on engagement is proving to be powerful.
Estee Lauder, for example, is seeing dwell time on
their Tmall product pages rising from an average of 30
seconds to 70 seconds following the addition of AR
options.

“Through AR/VR we’re able to give customers the
interactive experience they get in-store, while offering the
convenience of having their favorite products just clicks
away from arriving at their doorstep. We’re excited to work
with our brand partners to use new technology to make the
customer experience more personalized and interactive.”
Carol Fung, President of JD
FMCG Omnichannel

JD has created similar AR technology, and encourages
users not just to “try on” new products but then to share
the results with friends for a second opinion. The result,
JD says, is a rise in traffic for brands, and increasing
conversion rates.
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3D Shopping and
Virtual Reality
The pandemic has accelerated the use of
technologies that help take the most useful and fun
aspects of bricks-and-mortar shopping online.
In May 2020, ahead of the 6.18 shopping festival,
Tmall launched a 3D shopping feature – an immersive
and interactive e-commerce experience that
replicates many of the elements of in-store shopping.
Using just their phones, consumers can browse
through 3D showrooms of more than 100 brands.

Among those brands is IKEA, which has unveiled an
online version of one of its Shanghai stores, complete
with furniture-filled showrooms and the retailer’s
signature walkthrough design.
Just weeks later, JD.com opened what it called a
“loft” space for online stores within its app, where
brands could build their own Virtual Reality shopping
functions using JD tools. The offering is being used by
brands in categories ranging from books to beauty,
and helped raise dwell times by 50 percent and
contributed to conversion rates between three and
four times usual levels.
Brands using VR on JD include appliance giant Haier,
which gives shoppers the opportunity to view products
in “real” set-ups through the VR living room, VR kitchen
and VR bedroom. And the snack brand Three Squirrels
is using VR to create a virtual “tree house” where
shoppers can play games and watch videos designed
to provide a fun diversion and build brand loyalty.
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Bringing aspects of online gaming to the shopping,
browsing and discovery experience is helping brands
shine, attracting new customers and deepening
engagement with existing ones.

The power of gamification was brilliantly illustrated in 2017
when Alibaba launched “Catch the Cat”, an augmented
reality game in the style of Pokemon Go. The game was
created to coincide with the 11.11 festival that year, and
allowed players to earn “red packets” of money to spend
over the festival by tapping when they found the virtual
cat in real-life situations. Many brands took part in the
promotion, which helped drive footfall into physical stores
and restaurants by shoppers hunting down the elusive feline.

There’s huge variation in the approaches that different
brands and the platforms themselves are taking.
Some games involve working as a team with friends
and family members to earn discounts or special gifts.
Others offer rewards for browsing a certain store, or
watching a demonstration video. What they have in
common is that they have injected an extra dose of
fun into shopping, creating “stickiness” that leads to
stronger brand affinity and a higher propensity to buy.
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In 2018, JD.com held a nationwide contest with US$72 million
in cash to be won across 300+ Chinese cities over a two-week
period ahead of the 6.18 festival. Each city’s allocated money
could be won on specific days by people clubbing together
to retrieve virtual red packets of lucky money, which could be
spent during the festival.
Gamification was at the heart of the 2020 9.9 Juhuasuan
Bargain Festival this year, with Alibaba creating Octopus
Treasure Box, a game inspired by the platform’s octopus
mascot. In the days leading up to the festival, users were
awarded treasure boxes every day they logged in, and
could earn extra boxes by completing challenges such as
watching a short piece of branded content. Treasure boxes
gave players the chance to win lucky red packets, the value
of which was only revealed on the morning of 9.9 itself, and
could be used towards purchases on the platform.
During the 2020 6.18 summer festival, Alibaba created the
“Ideal Life Express” game, which was played more than 400
million times in just a few days, and contributed to more
than RMB 1 billion in sales of everything from agricultural
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products to high-end personal care products. Estée Lauder, for
instance, transformed its branded virtual train carriage into a
stylish boutique that featured its popular Advanced Night Repair
face serum, and rewarded game players with virtual points
for completing tasks, like following the brand’s flagship store
or visiting a landing page to learn about its customer-loyalty
program, to access more perks during the campaign.
Gamification isn’t just for festival time. Alibaba has created
Taobao Life, an immersive, avatar-based 3D virtual world where
users can perform tasks and use virtual coins to shop for fashion
items and accessories, props and screen backgrounds. Some
of the prizes are virtual; others are real items available on Tmall
or Taobao. The game isn’t just about the prizes, however. Part
of the excitement comes from interacting with the avatars
of friends or influencers. For brands it’s an opportunity to
showcase their latest collections in a fun way.
And, as part of the Tmall Flagship Store 2.0 format for partner
brands, games can be incorporated into brands’ storefronts on
the platform. The toy brand Pop Mart is giving Tmall shoppers
the thrill of opening a mystery gift without needing to wait for a
delivery. Once they make a payment, they just shake their phone
to open a virtual box and see their digital surprise.
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Firing on all
					 cylinders
Gamification was at the heart of promotional activity surrounding the China launch of Mazda’s
new CX-4 SUV in China. The brand was working with JD.com in Autumn 2020 on a series of
activities designed to appeal to fashion-conscious, fun-seeking younger consumers. In JD’s
convenience stores, shoppers can play games and win gifts through a newly launched Mazda
mini-app. There were ways to turn standard JD delivery boxes into a model car, and QR codes
on boxes provide access to more activities, and in the JD app itself, there were online games
including racing, a car painting competition, and a museum of modern music. During the
pandemic, Mazda customers could play games to win health checks and healthcare products.
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To say that livestreaming is a national phenomenon
is not to overstate its importance to e-commerce.
Livestreamers number in their millions, and range
from true superstars and niche specialists to retail
store assistants and agricultural workers.

Livestreaming

Livestreaming was taking off before the pandemic,
but its growth has been accelerated by consumers’
inability to get to physical stores, brands’ need to find
new ways to connect, and by people’s intense need
to engage with other human beings, even digitally,
when their movements were restricted.

The jewel in the crown of brands’ and platforms’
content creation strategies in China right now must
surely be livestreaming. In essence, this is the
use of live videos broadcast online during which
products are demonstrated and made available
for sale, while stocks last. Think teleshopping, but
with 21st-century characteristics.

During the 6.18 summer shopping festival in 2020,
Alibaba reported a 123 percent increase in the
number of livestreaming sessions compared to 2019.
Rival JD said it hosted over 300,000 livestreaming
sessions during the festival, and by partnering with
short-form video platform Kuaishou, generated sales
through livestreams on Kuaishou worth RMB 1.4
billion, with over 25 million people tuning into actress
Zhang Yuqi’s livestreams alone.
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For a deeper dive into the what, why and how of livestreaming for brands in China,
see section 9 of this report: “The Ultimate Guide to Livestreaming”.
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How

AUTHENTICITY
pays off in
CHINA

A growing appetite for fine food and wine –
and consumer willingness to pay more for an
excellent brand pedigree – has helped Spanish
business Osborne achieve 66 percent growth
in sales at the 11.11 festival in 2020.
Jose Ignacio Iñiguez Saenz, Osborne country
manager for Greater China, says Chinese
consumers are meticulous in their researching
of products and comparison of brands, and
are happy to pay a premium when they are
convinced it is justified.
Osborne’s sales growth of 66 percent during the
2020 festival follows almost 100 percent growth
a year earlier.

“Chinese consumers really care
about the brand and about
quality. In China, it’s easy to
have success with the lowest
price point if you’re very budgetoriented, or with the top price
if you are an internationally
recognized brand. In the middle,
it’s a bigger challenge as the
competition is fierce.
Jose Ignacio Iñiguez Saenz,
Country Manager for
Greater China, Osborne

“The most important fact is that among all Iberian
ham brands on Tmall, and you can find quite a
few, we are by far the best-selling brand, and
we’re also the most expensive one,” Iñiguez said.
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“Shopping festivals are a great
platform to have a higher level
of visibility with consumers,
but, as a high-end brand, that’s
not enough.It has to be part of
a longer-term approach.”
Jose Ignacio Iñiguez Saenz,
Country Manager for
Greater China, Osborne
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Around 100 million Chinese travel abroad
each year, often buying high-end products
from their country of origin. This makes for
well-informed and highly discerning shoppers.

Southern Spain. It also produces a range of
alcoholic drinks, including Nordes gin, Carlos
I sherry brandy, Montecillo Rioja wines and
Solaz Castilla wines.

Osborne’s biggest market outside Spain
in the near future. It is already the biggest
international market for Cinco Jotas 5J
Iberian ham.

“People spend a lot of time researching the
product characteristics, they look up images,
the history of a brand. One of the very
positive things we’ve observed is that Chinese
consumers are very interested in authenticity
and they are very brand-focused. The fact
that our brands are very well known in Spain
and many other markets is something that
really helps a lot.

A new product was the focus of Osborne’s
11.11 campaign for 2020, given that it was the
first year that bone-in ham was allowed to be
imported into China.

Winning in China, Iñiguez said, requires a
business to tackle significant operational
challenges – adapting to the speed of
change in the China market, establishing
warehousing and distribution, and setting up
a strong local team or finding the right local
partner.

“Consumers in China ask a lot of questions,
so customer service and communication with
the customer is very important. They compare
prices, they compare descriptions … you need
to provide very clear information about the
product and what makes it different.”

“We were able to present it and do special
formats with a gift boxing, and we did some
livestreaming showing how to carve the ham
– these kinds of activities are very helpful.”

While that was relatively inexpensive to do
around 15 years ago, he notes that doing
business in Shanghai is now as expensive
as New York; success also hinges on head
office, in whatever country that might be,
seeing China as a strategic long-term project.

In addition to participating in 11.11, Osborne
brands also take part in the 12.12 event, and
the 6.18 summer sale as well as Chinese New
Year. Those four events together account for
more than half of e-commerce sales for the
business in China, and China is set to become

“The prize for success in China is huge if you
do it well,” Iñiguez said. “But a half-hearted
approach to the market, thinking ‘I’ll dip a toe
in the water and see what happens’, (won’t
work). Things move too quickly here for that
to succeed. In the end, there’s no shortcut.”

Osborne Group began trading in 1772, and is
best known for its acorn-fed Cinco Jotas 5J
Iberian ham, made from a breed of pig native
to the mountain meadows of Central and

“When anyone thinks about Iberian ham, they
think about the whole leg and especially in
China, they like the whole, natural product,”
Iñiguez said.
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opportunity
Warming up to a hot

Luxury brands are relative newcomers to China’s shopping
festivals, but they are making up for lost time now, with
tremendous rates of growth thanks to rising demand and,
due to the pandemic, fewer opportunities for shoppers to
buy luxury goods in stores or during international travel.

Christina Fontana, Head of Fashion and
Luxury for Tmall, US and Europe, says
luxury brands were initially reluctant to
join shopping festivals because they were
seen as a time for bargain hunting and were
therefore incompatible with luxury. Over
time, however, the festivals have evolved,
and luxury brands have seen that there
are ways for them to be involved while
preserving their prestige – and their profit
margins.
“Originally, it was very much around a
discount mindset, a little bit like Black Friday,
but in the past four or five years we’ve really
been focusing on the shopping festival as
a moment where you get to find something
new,” Fontana says. “We consider it a gift for

our clients, where they can find something
special and be excited about shopping, so
we’ve really matured together.”
Alibaba’s Luxury Pavilion, which offers a
separate Tmall platform solely for highend brands, was launched three years
ago, and there are now more than 200
brands with a presence there. Those
brands are using major shopping festivals
to announce new products or create
limited-edition items – and create a
luxurious experience online.

“When we hear in the
West this word
‘promotion’, we
immediately think
‘sales’, ‘off-price’,
‘discount’, but none
of our luxury players
use a discount
as the driving
communications
strategy for any
of the festivals.”
Christina Fontana, Head of Fashion and
Luxury for Tmall, US and Europe
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“The main focus around these festivals is on
giving something back to your consumers,
giving them the opportunity to do or get
something special. So brands’ VIPs, for
example, can pre-order limited-edition
products that will be available on Tmall
during a shopping festival.

One of the first luxury products created for
launch at an 11.11 festival was a Guerlain
perfume in limited-edition packaging,
launched in 2018. “It was exclusively
available at that moment and that’s what
made it special,” says Fontana. “It was very
successful – and very high priced.”

“It’s also a way for brands to connect with
new consumers. We have over 700 million
consumers coming (to the platform) from all
over China … and a lot of brands’ activity is
around creating a connection with the new
luxury consumers in China. They’re under
30, they might live in different geographical
areas, so it’s a great way of reaching them.”

More recently, Cartier in early 2020 offered
a limited numbers of buyers on Tmall the
opportunity to personalize the red jewelry
box that their items came in, so people
buying a gift could add the recipient’s initials
or perhaps a special date.

and customization of the products,” says
Fontana. “When we talk about promotions
for luxury brands (at festivals), they’re selling
the highest-priced goods, the newest
products, and the most exclusive products.”
JD takes the luxury experience from
online to offline with a white-glove delivery
service for high-priced items. JD couriers
wear formal attire, including white gloves,
and drive electric cars to deliver products,
adding a highly personalized, intimate
and innovative offline element to the
e-commerce experience.

“That kind of experience is really important.
It’s all about exclusivity, personalization
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From daring to de rigeur
Armani Beauty wrapped trams in Milan in
Some of the pioneering luxury brands to
“brave” shopping festivals when they were far 11.11-themed branding.
from usual in the category included Burberry,
Valentino linked its 11.11 promotion with
Armani, Zegna, Valentino and L’Oréal.
content from live fashion shows, and to
Each year, they have done something bigger celebrate the opening of a new bricks-andmortar flagship store in Beijing, recreated the
and better. In 2019, Burberry deployed the
store digitally in 3D, allowing people all over
fireworks theme at the heart of their Tmall
promotions at their flagship store in London’s China to experience it through the Valentino
Tmall store.
Bond Street, to drive up excitement among
Chinese shoppers about limited-edition
None of these campaigns was about a
products created for the festival.
festival discount; the focus was on limitededition products and experiences.
L’Oréal did a takeover of the Eiffel Tower
and Arc de Triomphe for last year’s 11.11,
developing a high-impact outdoor campaign These early movers demonstrated to the rest
of the luxury world that not only was it OK for
around their 11.11 promotion in China, and
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premium brands to be involved in festivals, it
made great business sense.
The size of the prize on offer for luxury
brands in China has been steadily growing,
too, further underlining the value of taking
part in the nation’s shopping festivals.
There are now over 200 luxury brands on
Tmall, up from 150 before the COVID-19
outbreak, and the number is expected to
exceed 220 by the end of 2020.
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During the 2019 11.11. festival, 295 luxury brands took part
using the Tmall platform, with over 20 of them, including
Burberry and Moschino, presenting limited-edition
collections. A further 24 brands, among them Bottega
Veneta and Alexander McQueen, used the occasion to
pre-launch their Christmas collections, and many brands
launched specially created gift boxing for purchases.
Luxury GMV in Q1 2021 is forecast to be four times what it
was in Q1 2019 on Alibaba’s Tmall platform.

Bain & Company predicts that by 2035, 40 percent of
luxury purchases will be made by Gen Z consumers.

Chinese buyers of luxury are not just getting more
numerous as incomes rise; they’re also getting younger.

Alibaba Group recently unveiled plans to retool its luxury
platforms, including Tmall Luxury Pavilion and Luxury
Soho, as it gears up to help high-end brands reinvigorate
their growth and connect with China’s Generation Z
shoppers.

Gen Z, typically comprising those born between 1995
and 2010, is poised to dominate luxury spending globally.
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That growth is also reflected on Alibaba’s platforms in
China, where about 80 percent of luxury consumers
are 35 years old or younger, and the fastest-growing
segment is even-younger shoppers between 18 and 25 –
a group that in June 2020 more than doubled in size from
a year earlier.
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luxury spending
An extraordinary year for

400,000

Orders of luxury goods

During the 5.20 Festival

Chinese consumers tend to do much of their
spending on luxury goods when they travel
internationally, either in flagship stores in a
brand’s country of origin, or in airports. In
2020, with international travel all but brought
to a standstill, those opportunities vanished.
That has not diminished demand for
luxury goods. In fact, demand has been
heightened but has shifted online, and this
has convinced some of the more shy luxury
brands to make the move to China’s selling
platforms – or to do it sooner than originally
planned.

Tmall’s Christina Fontana says she’s lost
count of the number of brands to have
joined the Tmall Luxury Pavilion since
February 2020.
“We’ve been able to make, in the past six
months, probably three years of advances in
everything around e-commerce and digital
for the brands. With COVID, we saw that
those brands that were digitally advanced
were doing much better, and were able to
respond to their consumers much quicker. A
bit of luxury is about being able to give your
customers what they want, when they want
it, and consumers want to be online.”
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David Lloyd, General Manager UK,
Netherlands & Nordics at Alibaba Group,
says the “revenge buying” phenomenon
seen across multiple categories is
“particularly evident in the luxury sector”.
During the 5.20 festival in 2020, one of
several celebrations of romantic love
each year in China, Tmall’s Luxury Division
reported that consumers placed over
400,000 orders of luxury goods on the day,
with total luxury spending up by 61 percent
year-over-year.

61%
Total luxury spending increase year-on-year

During the 6.18 summer festival,
demand for luxury was also running
high. For festival founders JD.com, sales
of luxury products rose by more than
100 percent, and more than 100 luxury
brands generated sales over 10x those
of a year ago, including Prada, Miu Miu
and Salvatore Ferragamo.
For JD, June 1 marks the kicking off of
the 6.18 promotion, and sales of luxury
goods on that day alone were 400
percent up on a year earlier. Five hugely
popular Delvaux Tempete bags, which
needed to be reserved offline, were sold
in just one hour. Sales of Ferragamo,
Hugo Boss, Lancel and Miu Miu were all
300 percent higher year-on-year.
During the 6.18 festival itself, JD reported
201 luxury brands at least doubling their
sales over 2019’s 6.18, and 60 brands
achieving 500 percent growth. Apparel
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and footwear were the fastest-growing
luxury categories, followed by jewelry.
Ralph Lauren was among Tmall’s
luxury brands reporting success on
6.18 with their first ever livestreaming
event on the platform. Tapestry, which
has Coach and Kate Spade New
York in its stable of luxury brands,
mentioned the importance of their
work with Tmall around 6.18 in their
quarterly earnings call in August 2020.
“Since we began working with
Tmall about a year ago, we have
experienced tremendous results on
their Luxury Pavilion,” the business
reported. “More recently, we were
the first to partner with them on their
Luxury Soho platform, focused on the
younger, brand-savvy consumer. And
we were the #1 handbag brand on the
platform in the month of June.”
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High end, high engagement
Finding exciting ways to engage with
consumers of luxury is a challenge for
luxury brands as it is for any other. Just
as with brands in other sectors, high-tech
solutions and livestreaming in particular
can help them stand out and at the same
time reflect and project the essence of their
brand.
Valentino made a big impact when in 2018
they partnered with Tmall’s Luxury Pavilion

to launch a 3D virtual shop that mirrored
a physical pop-up store in Beijing. Online
shoppers could “experience” the popup and browse a selection of Valentino
Garavani Candystud bags, footwear and
other leather goods. Two limited-edition
handbags and four types of sneakers sold
exclusively on the platform were also
included in the virtual store. The viewing
experience did not require virtual-reality
glasses but used 360-degree imagery.
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For brands in any doubt about the
importance of livestreaming to building a
luxury brand’s profile and sales in China,
the specialist luxury publisher Jing Daily is
unequivocal:
“Luxury and livestreaming, like luxury and
e-commerce, do not necessarily need to be
mutually exclusive,” their 2020 report ‘Next
Level Livestreaming’ states. “But brands that
are slow to adopt livestreaming strategies in
China stand to face the same fate as those
that were slow to transition to e-commerce.”

“Brands that are slow
to adopt livestreaming
strategies in China
stand to face the same
fate as those that were
slow to transition to
e-commerce.”

Extract from Jing Daily

But they warn it can be a challenge for luxury brands to balance the
competing demands of exposure and exclusivity. Production needs
to reflect the high-end nature of the brand itself, so while a relaxed
“at home” livestream with a pile of washing visible in the background
might be fine for a baby care brand, for a luxury brand, laundry shots
would be an absolute no-no. The livestreaming experience must
achieve the same premium tone that a visit to a physical store would.
Kevin Jiang, president of International Business at JD Fashion and
Lifestyle, says livestreaming is a highly effective way for luxury brands
to reach consumers in lower-tier cities, where people tend to have
more time to spend browsing, and sometimes have higher disposable
incomes than first-tier city dwellers because the cost of living is lower.
It is essential, he says, that luxury brands partner with the right KOLs
and the right content, not only to reach their audience but also
convert browsers into buyers. And he urges brands not to put all
their marketing efforts into livestreaming, appealing and effective
though it can be. He notes that livestreaming is only one of the many
tools available to luxury brands; building brand awareness requires a
systematic approach including articles, short videos, and traditional
advertising.
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ULTIMATE GUIDE
TO LIVESTRE AMING
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Livestreaming

In essence, an e-commerce livestream
involves someone introducing, describing,
demonstrating and selling a product via video.
That’s a concept that many might associate
with teleshopping channels on linear television
in other markets, but while there are some
similarities, e-commerce livestreaming is a
world away from those one-way broadcasts
by telemarketers waiting for the phone to ring.
If teleshopping is 2D, then livestreaming is
3D, with a huge array of extra benefits for
brands. A livestreamer has the opportunity
to discuss a product range but also describe
its provenance, and talk viewers through the
brand’s story and its areas of focus. But what
really sets livestreaming apart is that the
conversation isn’t just one way; viewers can
take part in discussions with livestreamers and
with each other, live on screen while their host
is talking. They might ask “can you show a
close-up of the zip?” on an item of clothing, for
instance, or whether an item is available in a
certain size or color.

E-commerce livestreaming is a
uniquely Chinese combination of
entertainment, social media chat,
product discovery, demonstration,
Q&A, sales, market research,
brand-building and more. If that
sounds like there’s a lot going
on at once, then you’re getting a
pretty accurate picture of what is
taking place.
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Livestreaming helps remove one of
the biggest barriers to e-commerce
purchases: consumers’ inability
to touch a product. The
livestreaming host can feel and
manipulate a product just as the
consumer would themselves, and
describe it to them in detail. It’s
the next-best thing to being there,
but infinitely more convenient.
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The conversational nature of livestreaming
means the hosts become friends of the
people who follow them. Hosts and viewers
chat, laugh and share “likes”. The most
successful livestreamers exude tremendous
warmth and are deeply trusted by their
followers to recommend products they
genuinely think are good at what they do, at
the best possible prices.
What makes livestreaming so compelling
for consumers – and so powerful a tool
for brands – is that it combines a sense of
urgency (thanks to time-restricted deals and
limited stock), with the ability to buy in just a
click or two, and the recommendation of a
trusted “friend”. Many consumers regularly
tune in to watch their favorite livestreamers
and describe their shows as addictive.

One of the other great advantages for
brands of livestreaming over television is
that the cost of entry can be next to nothing.
It is true that the top-tier livestreamers
or KOLs (key opinion leaders) have A-list
celebrity status and fees to match, but it
is also possible for brands to make a big
impact with very little investment and
zero risk. There is no need for expensive
equipment; many livestreams are shot with
a regular smartphone.
And while a great sales assistant in a
physical store might be able to provide
the same level of personal service, they
can only serve a few customers at any
one time. Livestreamers are talking to, and
with, sometimes hundreds of thousands of
customers at once.

The intense engagement people feel when
watching the most compelling livestreamers
does away with traditional paths to
purchase, in which awareness might come
days or weeks ahead of consideration and
then product trial. And what helps make
livestreaming e-commerce so effective in
China is that streaming takes place within
an app that allows a shopper to choose,
pay and arrange delivery without moving to
another platform. And it can be organized
simply by brands that don’t even have a
base in China.

“The scale of Taobao Live is just so
totally different from anything we
have in the UK for example. And
population is of course one aspect
but, at the same time, it really feels
like there’s a behavioral shift in
the way that people are shopping in
China and shopping via livestreams
as their way of discovering, rather
than perhaps just browsing a site.”
Whittard of Chelsea
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Selling tea to China
London-based hot beverage
specialist Whittard of Chelsea, has
been selling into China online since
2016 but livestreaming – with great
success – only recently.
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A sense of scale —

the rise of livestreaming

Livestreaming e-commerce has rapidly
gone from being a novel idea to an essential
ingredient of doing business in China. The
country’s biggest livestreaming platform,
Taobao Live, was only launched in 2016, but
the momentum behind it is incredible.
China’s total GMV sales via livestreaming
have shot up from RMB 20 billion ($2.8 billion)
in 2017 to RMB 430 billion ($61 billion) in 2019;
they now represent almost 9 percent of all
online sales and 1 percent of total spending
on consumer goods. Sales are expected to
reach an amazing RMB 112 billion in 2020. In
the 12 months ending June 2020, Alibaba’s
platforms generated more than RMB 300
billion through livestreaming.

At the 6.18 shopping festival in 2020, sales
of RMB 100 million were generated through
Taobao Live. Rival JD.com hosted over
300,000 livestreaming sessions during the
event; sales for 31 brands’ livestreaming
rooms surpassed RMB 100 million, and 167
brands generated over RMB 10 million via
livestreaming. The power of livestreaming
in e-commerce is such that JD announced
a partnership with popular short video
platform Kuaishou just ahead of 6.18. On the
day, sales generated from livestreams on the
Kuaishou platform reached RMB 1.4 billion.

its Tmall platform already using livestreaming
to some extent. To help its partner brands,
Tmall Global has set up a rapidly growing
network of studios in bonded warehouses
and regional industrial parks where brands
can base their livestreaming efforts. More
than 1,000 international brands have already
used these facilities, generating more than
RMB 100 million in revenue, and the number
of cities with studios is being expanded by 10
in the year ahead.

Early movers
Zoe Zhang and Mark Yuan are cofounders of And Luxe Inc, a consultancy
that helps high-end international brands
reach the China market. They provide
guidance on how to effectively and
efficiently make e-commerce part of the
mix for foreign brands, and while they
now have a depth of experience, their
own knowledge has been gained rapidly,
alongside the growth of the livestreaming
phenomenon itself.
Their first livestreaming sales were made
in 2017, when they helped one US fashion
brand client that was moving office. With
800 pairs of shoes that they would rather

Alibaba is predicting a doubling of
livestreaming e-commerce sales in 2020
compared to 2019, with half of merchants on
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ship to buyers than move to the new
location, they tried livestreaming. Within
three hours, the shoes had sold out.
Yuan readily admits they weren’t
equipped to handle customer service or
logistics at that stage, “but we looked at
each other and knew this was the future
of e-commerce and retail”.
The pair are now livestreaming experts,
and promote livestreams not just as a
way to sell, but as a way to build brand
equity and better understand consumers.
“Livestreaming gives you a window into
consumers’ psyche,” he says.
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Watchdog tuning in
Rules around livestreaming e-commerce are
tightening up, as the Chinese government seeks
to implement controls over an aspect of the retail
industry that has so far been left to expand relatively
unchecked.
Within weeks of the 11.11 shopping festival closing for
2020, Beijing announced a raft of new regulations,
which include a ban on teenagers giving livestream
hosts “virtual gifts” or tips. These gifts make up a large
portion of revenue for some of the livestreaming
platforms.
Platforms that support livestreaming must now
restrict the amount that adult participants can give as
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gifts to hosts, and viewers must register with their real
names if they are to buy virtual gifts.
The new rules also seek to tackle the sale of
counterfeit products, prevent hosts from making false
claims during livestreaming sessions, and stop them
falsely inflating their traffic volume data. Livestreaming
sites must report users who fail to comply.
Platforms have also been asked to hire more
observers, who will need to register with the
authorities, and improve staff training.
Livestream hosts who repeatedly violate the rules will
be blacklisted from livestreams on all platforms.
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When being
close is
better at a
distance

Consumer and brand engagement with
livestreaming was already gathering pace,
but the COVID-19 pandemic has created
an additional reason to stream in order
to sell. In fact, livestreaming became an
absolute necessity for those brands and
retailers that were forced to close their
physical stores in China – and that have
seen customers reluctant to return in big
numbers when restrictions have eased.

the China Internet Network Information
Center.

Around 38 percent of Chinese consumers
say they have used livestreaming more
since the start of the crisis, livestreaming
merchants on Alibaba’s platform grew
220 percent in quarter ending June 2020.

A range of businesses and brands
have turned to livestreaming during
the pandemic, not just to keep selling,
but also to maintain relationships so
that when normal activity is possible
again they are top of mind. Taobao
Live reported a sevenfold increase in
new merchant accounts in February
compared to January.

By March 2020, 560 million Chinese
consumers were livestreaming, and
265 million internet users shopping via
e-commerce livestreams, according to

Yu Feng, senior director of e-commerce
content at Taobao, has described the
pandemic as “a wake-up call for retailers”.
“It has prompted many to accelerate their
digital makeovers so that their businesses
have become more dynamic and
resilient,” he said.

The Intime department store chain in China
stepped up livestreaming when its stores
were first forced to close, turning its 5,000
sales assistants into livestreamers who were
able to run an around-the-clock rota of 200
livestreaming sessions a day at their peak,
helping keep the business afloat and their
jobs secure.
And, targeting Chinese travelers who are
currently unable to visit the United Kingdom,
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the British Museum worked with online
travel platform Fliggy to talk to future
visitors to London, and had 370,000 viewers
within the first 60 seconds.
The COVID effect has turned some unlikely
people into livestreamers. Several Chinese
mayors have taken to livestreaming to
help local producers sell goods direct to
consumers online rather than see fresh
goods go to waste because of interruptions
1 63

to usual supply chains. In early March, Chen
Wenmin, mayor of Rong’an County in the
southern city of Liuzhou, helped to sell
60,000 kg of kumquats in just three hours,
attracting a 100 million strong audience.
And in Sanya, in Hainan, city mayor A Dong
guest-hosted a Taobao Live livestreaming
session in which 30,000 kg of mangoes sold
out in two minutes.
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CLEANING UP

“The floorcare category
everywhere is very
competitive, but it’s
probably most competitive
in China because there are
local, home-grown players
that are developing great
products and they really
understand the needs of
Chinese consumers.”

When Melville and Anna Bissell created a floorsweeping device to help them collect the sawdust
from their crockery shop in Michigan, the idea that
their business might one day be trading across China
would have seemed like little more than a fancy.
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Max Bissell ,
Director
of Deep-Cleaning
Systems
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But now, more than 140 years later, the world – and their
business – has been utterly transformed. From simple
carpet sweepers and later vacuum cleaners, Bissell has
created innovative all-in-one floor cleaning and washing
tools, and is generating strong demand in a country that is
now on track to become its biggest market outside the US
within five years.

“We’ve been able to adjust
our content online to talk
about, in the case of steam,
killing germs, so that’s been
great. The biggest challenge
we’ve had has been on the
supply chain front.”

Since the brand entered China three years ago,
e-commerce, innovation, careful targeting and
livestreaming have been key pillars of its success, both
during festivals and at other times of the year.
Bissell recently developed CrossWave, a cordless device
that vacuums, washes and dries floors in a single pass, in
order to shine in a crowded market.
Max Bissell is the director of deep-cleaning systems at
Bissell, which remains family owned and operated.
“There’s unlimited assortment, so coming in with a new and
innovative product has really helped make us successful.”
For the 11.11 festival in 2020, Bissell promoted the
CrossWave with a small discount, and launched its
BarkBath pet-cleaning product.

“The whole category’s really seen a tailwind and that’s
been a global trend, and online is growing faster than
brick and mortar because consumers just don’t want to
spend time in stores, so the growth that we’ve seen in
China and all of our business online has just accelerated,”
Bissell said.
Since its launch, Bissell has partnered with Alibaba to
deeply understand its target audience in China and
created highly targeted marketing material that can be
served to the most promising prospective customers.
Communications balance product information with a
focus on the dependability of a brand with such a long
international pedigree; product and brand stories are
both important.

Non-stop livestreaming for 18 hours proved a powerful way to
engage with shoppers and explain both the brand story and
the features of Bissell's products. The result was a quadrupling
of sales compared to the same time a year earlier.
The floorcare sector is growing at 40 percent a year in China,
and is one of the categories to have seen rising interest as a
direct result of the pandemic.
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“The beauty of online is you don’t really have to pick and
choose,” said Bissell.
“The fact that you can have all this content available
online is great. The expectation is a lot of innovation –
that’s true everywhere but especially in China. We’re
fortunate because we have a strong brand story and one
that seems to be resonating with the Chinese consumer.

Max Bissell , Director
of Deep-Cleaning
Systems
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For brands contemplating a move into China,
Bissell urges them to be guided by data, and
to see online as a far lower-risk option than
launching with a physical retail presence.

“If you’re a consumer buying
an expensive product from a
brand that you’ve never heard
of, you want some of the
background to have confidence
in your purchase, and we can
tell that story nicely.”

“From the outside looking in, just the size of
the market in China and the fact there’s so
much competition is overwhelming.
“But you don’t need to go in and invest in
1,000 shop-in-shops … you can go online
and test and learn very quickly and see if the
market is right for your product. China doesn’t
need to be a market that you think ‘that’s
going to take a ton of money to get into’.”

Max Bissell , Director
of Deep-Cleaning
Systems
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Bissell has also learnt to manage forward
planning with agility.
“China changes so quickly. You want some
core plans that you can get behind, but then
be prepared to be flexible,” Bissell said.
“The retail model in China, I feel, is just everadapting and changing. This year, the big
push was livestreaming. My expectation is
there will be continued innovation on the
marketing front and we’ve got to stay closely
connected to retail and the consumer and
understand where they’re going next.”
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potential
Bags of

Independent handbag brand Welden was founded in
2015, and had been enjoying success with livestreaming
in China even before the pandemic struck. The role of
livestreaming in its China strategy increased in 2020,
however, giving a strong boost to customer feedback
and sales. When Shanghai Fashion Week moved entirely
online in 2020 because of the virus, Welden participated
with a virtual runway show featuring its latest collection,
which included leather face masks.
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Livestreaming during Shanghai
Fashion Week for all brands
led to over 11 million views and
helped generate more than
RMB20 million ($2.82 million)
in gross merchandise volume.

“COVID-19 disrupted the original rules of fashion,”
says Welden founder Sandy Friesen. “The first digital
Shanghai Fashion Week created an opportunity for us
to bring the show directly from a Shanghai store to a
broader consumer audience that wants to see newness,
innovation and color. The Shanghai Fashion Show
experience gave us more confidence to explore the
Chinese market in the future.”
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Where are people watching?

Taobao Live
Taobao Live is the biggest hub of
e-commerce livestreaming in China, with
more than 700 million active users. It is
“home” to the two best-known KOLs in
China, Viya and Li Jiaqi, otherwise known
as the “King of Lipstick”. The platform is
busy all year round but becomes especially
popular in the lead-up to – and during –
the major shopping festivals, 6.18 and 11.11.
Livestreams on Taobao Live can easily
be integrated into Alibaba’s various sales
platforms, Tmall, Taobao and Juhuasuan.

Pinduoduo
Pinduoduo is primarily a group buying platform that
is especially popular in China’s lower-tier cities. It only
began livestreaming services in early 2020, but has
seen high numbers of users as viewers are encouraged
to earn discounts by watching livestreams with friends.
Pinduoduo has over 620 million active users.

JD Live
JD Live is the livestreaming platform of
JD.com, and in mid-2020 announced
a strategic partnership with short-form
video platform Kuaishou to expand its
reach and allow Kuaishou livestreamers
to sell products from JD without leaving
the app. Use of livestreaming by brands
on JD Live rocketed in 2020, and
livestreaming was a major force behind
sales at the 2020 6.18 shopping festival.
The platform has over 380 million users.
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Mogu

Xiaohongshu

Mogu was one of the earliest platforms
to offer e-commerce livestreaming.
Founded by former Alibaba executives,
it started as a social networking site
for fashion enthusiasts and has offered
livestreaming e-commerce since 2016.
Shoppers tend to be loyal, repeat
buyers, and number over 26 million.

Xiaohongshu (also known as Little Red Book) is another
relative newcomer to e-commerce livestreaming,
having launched the service within its platform in late
2019. Originally a review site and now an e-commerce
platform, it has around 100 million active users, the
vast majority of them women. Fashion and beauty are
the main categories served by Xiaohongshu.

Douyin
Douyin is the short-form video app
known to the rest of the world as
TikTok; it has around 400 million
daily users. There is a cap on the
number of livestreamers allowed
on the platform, and that has had
the effect of driving up the celebrity
power of those that do appear. The
app is also powered by an algorithm
that promotes content with high
production quality, so livestreams
tend to look more professionally
produced than on some other sites.
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WeChat
WeChat only launched
livestreaming in 2020 and at
the time of writing this function
was still in beta, but it’s one to
watch because WeChat is part
of a vast social ecosystem with
1.2 billion active users.
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royalty

Livestreaming

Who’s
hot on
screen?

The viewing numbers for e-commerce livestreams
in China are clearly huge, and so are the numbers
of people hosting livestreams. In fact, there are
more than 610 million people now livestreaming, a
29 percent increase on 2019. And while the market
is worth over $16 billion, the spoils are not being
divided equally among livestreamers; far from it.
In fact, much like other celebrity-driven sectors
such as acting, music and sport, there is a top
tier of superstars who are achieving staggering
results, a middle tier who are highly effective, and
then a lot of others sharing the rest of the pie.
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Known as the “Queen of Goods”, Viya is the undisputed
champion of e-commerce livestreaming. As well as being able
to sell just about everything, including a $6 million rocket during
one livestream watched by 2 million people, she has built up a
vast, loyal following and is the number one choice for brands
seeking instant reach. At times, Viya’s viewers have reached 37
million, and she sells everything from snack food and cosmetics
to cars, homes and even helicopters. During the 11.11 festival in
2019, Viya turned over RMB 3 billion (around $500,000); not bad,
considering that Walmart’s global daily turnover is $1.4 billion.
If Viya is the queen of livestreaming, then the king is Li jiaqi,
otherwise known as “Lipstick Brother No. 1”. A former shop
assistant from Nanchang, Li has been known to sell as many as
15,000 lipsticks in just five minutes. His dynamism, compelling
sales patter, brutal honesty – and the fact he demonstrates the
products on his own lips – are proving irresistible to many of
the 40 million followers he has amassed on short-form videosharing platform Douyin. On 11.11 last year, Li generated sales of
RMB 1 billion.
175
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KOLs are usually paid a fee and commission on
what they sell, but the fact they are paid promoters
does nothing to detract from the trust they have
among their followers. The most famous and
widely-followed do rigorous testing of products
before promoting them, and are unafraid to be
absolutely frank when they don’t like something.
They know that the trust they have earned is too
valuable to throw away by being positive about
products they know to be poor quality.  

Dr Ivy Dang, Assistant Professor of Marketing at
HKU Business School, the University of Hong Kong,
says livestreaming adds a social dimension to
shopping, which can otherwise be a fairly solitary
pursuit. It also lends an extra layer of excitement
and spontaneity to festival shopping.
“For shopping festivals you tend to know already
what you want. You have your shopping list already
and you’re looking for the best deals on those
things. But KOLs, they have a shopping list and
you don’t know what’s on it. They’re there to give
you some surprises, but they’re surprises from
someone you trust.”

Dang says consumers trust the recommendations
of the KOLs they follow in the same way as they
trust tips from friends and family.

“KOLs bring something spontaneous to the
shopping experience, and people feel lucky
to have discovered great products and deals
from the KOLs they follow. It feels like a
happy surprise, and it saves you doing all the
research yourself.”

Dr Ivy Dang, Assistant Professor of
Marketing at HKU Business School,
the University of Hong Kong
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The first division
Brand founders and CEOs are opinion leaders of a
different kind; less objective than an independent
KOL, but probably better at explaining the brand’s
purpose and their products’ benefits.
There are an estimated 1,000 Chinese farmers on
Taobao Live alone who are livestreaming about
their produce. They are effective in the same way
as founders and CEOs, being able to demonstrate
and describe with passion and detail what sets
their goods apart from the competition.
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On June 17, the eve of the summer
6.18 shopping festival, JD Retail CEO
Xu Lei joined actress Zheng Shuang,
singer Da Zhangwei and actor Guo
Qilin for a six-hour “Livestreaming
Party”. The pulling power of these
big names generated sales of RMB
475 million (around $67.1 million) –
that’s over $11 million per hour.

Then there are actors and singers who have won
their fan base on stage or screen who are now
turning their hand to e-commerce livestreaming.
The TV actor Chen He made his e-commerce
livestreaming debut in May 2020 on Douyin,
and achieved sales of more than RMB 81 million
in his first session. Better known as the star of
“iPartment”, a sitcom similar to Friends, his show
made many references to the program he stars in,
and jokes related to his character.
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influential

Small but

At the opposite end of the scale to the likes of Viya
are China’s microinfluencers, usually specialists
in a particular category who have developed a
deep bond with their followers and who promise
expertise because of their narrower product
focus. To brands, they offer lower reach than
the superstars, but potentially higher levels of
conversion.
A brand’s own staff can be microinfluencers, too.
They know the products well, and often already
have social media connections with regular
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customers. During the pandemic, many brands
urged their store staff to take their expertise
and selling skills online, and the results meant
they were able to stay afloat despite store sales
grinding to a halt.
The beauty brand Forest Cabin was among those
urging sales staff to become livestreamers; not
only did it manage to maintain sales but actually
grew them, reporting a 45 percent rise in sales
within two weeks of moving into livestreaming
thanks to its 1,600 sales assistants.

Because they’re worth it
In the lead-up to 11.11 in 2019, L’Oréal
hosted 600 hours of Taobao Live
livestreams using its beauty advisors
as online influencers. The push helped
L’Oréal become the top-selling beauty
brand on Tmall for the festival, and led
to a seven-fold increase in its sales
from livestreaming.
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advocates

Imaginary

If none of these real-life influencers feels like the right match for
your brand, there’s a digital alternative: a new breed of “virtual idols”.
These digital constructs attract big, loyal audiences among China’s
youth, and they work longer hours than anyone in the real world,
without complaint.
The biggest among them include Luo Tianyi, who has built up
millions of fans and has partnered with brands including KFC and
Pechoin Cosmetics. “She” appeared alongside real-world superstar
Li Jiaqi at Taobao’s online ACG (Anime, Comic and Games) festival in
May 2020, winning an audience of 3 million people.
But although they are not real, virtual idols are not free. Appearance
fees for the best known and most popular are on the same level as
for sought-after stars from the physical world.
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LIGHTS,
CAMERA,
ACTION!
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A surge in livestreaming and the extension of the
11.11 sales period helped Wales-based personal
care brand SmoothSkin grow during the 2020
festival.
Simon Boyd, Global Sales Director of SmoothSkin,
which designs and manufactures IPL hair removal
devices for home use, said livestreaming helped
the brand beat its own best predictions.
“It’s fairly open knowledge that livestreaming has
had a massive impact on the Chinese consumer
this year and has grown far more quickly than any
brand could have imagined,” he said shortly after
the 11.11 sales window closed for 2020.

“It’s a really important part of
our sales mix. It will change the
overall marketing mix next year
that we invest. We know that when
consumers have the opportunity
to understand a product in more
detail, they’re more likely to buy.”

SmoothSkin had 103 million people tune in for their
kick-off livestream during the 2020 11.11 festival.
Simon Boyd, Director
of Sales at CyDen
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“It’s not just about finding the KOL
with the largest base. You can
be just as successful sometimes
with very niche influencers and
livestreamers. We’ve seen massive
success and huge sales volumes.”
Simon Boyd, Director
of Sales at CyDen
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SmoothSkin has worked with a range of online
influencers, or KOLs, including two of the best-known
livestreamers in the country, Austin Li and Viya. But
Boyd said choosing the right KOL partner for a brand
was about more than scale.
“It’s not just about finding the KOL with the largest
base. You can be just as successful sometimes with
very niche influencers and livestreamers. We’ve seen
massive success and huge sales volumes.”
The extension of the 11.11 festival in 2020 also gave
SmoothSkin a boost. The festival had two sales
windows – the first for three days at the beginning of
November, and the usual 24-hour spending spree on
November 11.
“It’s allowed us to focus our attention over a longer
period of time, from the third week in October, and
we’ve seen a lot of pre-order activity,” Boyd said.
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“Overall we think it’s been a positive; it’s created a
longer shopping event and some more demand.”
Planning for 11.11 starts six months ahead each year,
Boyd said, but in the knowledge that things will
inevitably have to be adapted as the event draws
closer.
“I think anybody who fixed their plan in May has
probably failed at 11.11 this year. May was another world
in China and, frankly, March will be another world again.
Our job is to make sure that we’re flexible enough to
take advantage of those opportunities.

“You just don’t know, especially in China, what
the next big thing is going to be unless you’re
looking at the business every hour, every day.
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“That’s the way of the world; the only constant in retail is
change. I think the difference is that change is happening
much more quickly, new channels are appearing much
more quickly than they used to, and livestreaming is a great
example of that.
“I think what’s exciting for businesses is that this year it’s
all about livestreaming, but next year, what’s it going to
be about? What’s the new channel for next year, because
I think it’s almost impossible now to have a fixed channel
strategy globally because something new is always going
to appear that changes the way your business operates.”
Boyd expects some of the changes taking place in China to
extend to other markets, including livestreaming.
“It’s very much in its infancy in the US and in Europe, but
the challenge in those markets is that they don’t have the
fully integrated experience that the Alibaba environment
allows customers to buy into. And I think until the western
technology platforms and retail platforms find a way

of fully integrating the solution for the customer in one
place, it’s going to be very difficult to get the same level
of traction. But I do believe in Southeast Asia it’s going to
grow very quickly.”
Boyd’s advice for other international brands hoping to
make it in China is to dream big, move fast, and be flexible.
“It’s a phenomenally exciting environment, and 11.11 for
us has been hugely successful. We would never have
dreamed three years ago of doing the volumes that we do
now. That’s something that we’re very proud of,” he says.
“I’d say to any business, if you’re going to enter China, be
prepared to fail but fail fast. Try lots of things and move
really quickly. You’ve got to research the market in great
detail and find a good model to operate quickly, but then
don’t be afraid to change that as market conditions change.
We’ll certainly be looking to make changes as we look
to 2021. The days of having a fixed business model in a
market, with a fixed marketing mix, have gone.”
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“That’s the way
of the world; the
only constant in
retail is change.”
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Rules

1

2

road
of the

1.
Have a strategy
The surge in popularity of livestreaming
means this is an incredible crowded
marketplace. In the same way as simply
taking part in a shopping festival is
no guarantee of success, just “doing”
livestreaming won’t deliver instant results.
Here is a quick guide to getting it right:

The idea of winning a huge audience, and
commensurately high sales, has undeniable
appeal, but consider livestreaming in the
context of what your brand is trying to achieve in
the longer term. Is the goal to drive awareness,
to take the time to explain the features of a
complex product, or perhaps share stories that
explain a brand’s heritage? These all require a
different approach to livestreaming.
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It’s hard not to get dazzled by the numbers and just opt for the person
with the biggest following, but that’s not always a smart move, and not
just because of the expense of hiring them. Depending on their goals,
brands can often achieve more with a less-known KOL who has particular
expertise in their category. A smaller audience might lead to a bigger
impact. What’s essential is that there’s a strong bond between host and
consumer; when the presenter says a product is worth buying, it really is.

3
2.
Choose the right platform
That means not just the right
livestreaming options, though they
are important, but also the right
sales platforms, as the process of
going from product discovery to
clicking “buy” must be as quick and
pain-free as possible.
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4.
Help your KOL help you
Sending your product samples is just the beginning of a successful livestreaming session
with an influencer. While the KOL will not want a script – they must retain their credibility –
it is essential that KOLs are properly briefed. This means they must understand something
of the brand’s heritage, important features of the products they are describing, and key
points of difference between the brand they are promoting and the rest of the competition.
If a product sells at a premium to most of the category, the KOL must be clear on why.
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5.

6.

Provide entertainment

Offer value, but don’t be too cheap

There’s a lot of selling going on during livestreams, but they
should not feel like a hard sell to the people watching. Part
of what makes livestreams so compelling is that they can
feel very casual and relaxed, just like a chat with a good
friend. While brands might be tempted to urge KOLs to “cut
to the chase”, they should resist the urge to push sales too
hard, and remember that the presenter’s own personal style
is what has won them their following – even if that involves
what seems like a silly novelty or impromptu competition.

Influencers want to be able to offer their followers something
they can’t get anywhere else, so stock at regular in-store
prices won’t cut it. Big, unmissable discounts can be
effective tools to win a quick surge in sales, but this is often
counterproductive, damaging brand equity as quickly as
stock flies out of a warehouse. Special bundles, free gifts and
product collaborations with celebrities – or KOLs – are a great
way to give shoppers the feeling they’ve got a great deal, but
without slashing margins or undermining a premium brand.
1 93
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goes global

Livestreaming

The Chinese super-apps that enable shoppers to go from
browse to buy in just one click mean livestreaming e-commerce
is a perfect fit for the China market. But the tremendous success
and rapid growth of livestreaming is attracting interest among
brands keen to try it outside the country.
Tommy Hilfiger and Levi Strauss are early movers in the
US, livestreaming for up to an hour at a time, demonstrating
their products and fielding questions from viewers. Many of
the brands interested in livestreaming in other markets are
looking to build on their learnings from China. Tommy Hilfiger,
for instance, sold 1,300 hoodies during just two minutes of a
livestream in China in summer 2020, the brand’s CMO has said.
Amazon, Facebook and Instagram have launched live sales
tests, and Levi’s was planning a livestreamed show during
Amazon’s Prime Day in 2020 to help it stand out. Coresight
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Research forecasts e-commerce livestreaming will generate
$25 billion in sales in the US by 2023.
Demand for the combination of commerce and entertainment
that livestreaming provides has led Alibaba’s AliExpress
business unit to host a multi-market workshop for livestreamers
in other markets to learn from China.
The virtual workshop, held in June 2020, brought together
livestreamers from China, Spain, Poland and Ukraine to discuss
the potential to replicate the success of livestreaming in China
in other markets. Since AliExpress launched a new version of its
in-app live streaming feature in July 2019, it has provided more
than 10,000 live shows in eight different languages, including
English, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, Polish,
and Ukrainian, and drawn audiences of nearly 30 million from all
over the world with more than 60 million interactions.

“Livestreaming is a fast-growing trend that has
completely blurred the line between entertainment
and shopping, creating a new phenomenon known
as ‘shoppertainment’. Tapping into shoppers’ thirst
for digital content and online interactions, it is
quickly becoming one of the most effective ways
for businesses to sell to and engage customers. As
one of the pioneers of this trend, we hope to roll
this business model out across our key markets to
help both content creators and our sellers to take
advantage of this exciting new trend.”
Wang Mingqiang,
General Manager of
AliExpress
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From China to the World
The brands behind China’s biggest
shopping festivals are expanding
beyond China, and taking with them the
idea of the brand-built shopping festival.
While part of these festivals’ success
in China depends on factors that
are distinctly Chinese – frictionless
shopping experiences on super-apps
that make discovery, browsing and
buying a breeze, plus unparalleled
logistics services – these events are
proving a hit in other markets.

The Lazada e-commerce platform
that operates in six Southeast Asian
markets has been celebrating 11.11 with
a shopping festival each year since 2012.
Alibaba owns more than 90 percent of
Lazada, and has been involved in the
business since 2016, when it bought a
majority stake. The Lazada platform has
been migrated to Alibaba’s technology
– but maintains Lazada branding. It
operates in Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam,
the Philippines, Malaysia and Singapore.
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Since Lazada became part of the
Alibaba Digital Economy in 2019, the 11.11
festival in Lazada markets has become
a blockbuster event thanks to growing
awareness among partner brands and
consumers. The platform said it attracted
nearly 10 million extra users during 11.11
in 2019, and the number of sellers selling
more than doubled compared to the
previous year.
While total sales figures were not
released, 26 brands recorded sales of
over $1 million throughout the 24-hour
sales day, while more than 4,000 sellers
generated over $10,000 in sales. More
than 1.5 million items were shipped from
Lazada warehouses across Southeast
Asia in one day, with the fastest delivery
made in 80 minutes in Malaysia.
19 9
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Lazada’s take on the 11.11 event borrowed
from Alibaba’s China learnings, offering not
just discounts or even just shopping, but
opportunities for consumers to engage
with brands and be part of an online-offline
celebration.
“Lazada Super Shows” were held in five
markets –Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Thailand and the Philippines – and featured
performances from local and international
celebrities, such as Korean girl group Apink
and Malaysian rock band Bunkface. More
than 13 million viewers watched the shows
via the Lazada app and broadcast partners.
Gamification has also been introduced.
Interactive games like “Slash It” enable
shoppers to recruit friends to help them
reduce prices, and “Shake It”, which involved
consumers winning vouchers and discount
codes by shaking their mobile phones.

At the same time, Lazada has been building
excitement around its 9.9 shopping festival.
This began in 2018 to coincide with the
launch of the LazMall virtual shopping
mall, which focuses on the guaranteed
authenticity of branded goods and now
offers products from over 18,000 brands.
In 2020, the 9.9 festival developed into
something more akin to Chinese festivals,
with a star-studded concert on the eve
of the event. The Lazada 9.9 Countdown
Concert was livestreamed on the Lazada
app and featured celebrity hosts, branded
segments, giveaways and entertainment as
the countdown to midnight continued.
LazMall’s moves into “shoppertainment”
include livestreaming via LazLive, and
games, such as 2019’s LazCity Wonderland
and in-app facial recognition game
Moji-Go. 2020’s Lazada 11.11 Shopping
Festival featured Happy Bounce, in which
200

consumers used a “Kitty” avatar to win
Lazada coins and brand vouchers.
Lazada also hosts a 12.12 Grand Year End
Sale, which in 2019 became a truly onlineoffline experience because the Lazada
Wallet digital payment system was extended
to physical retail outlets. The move allowed
shoppers to buy vouchers online on 12.12,
and then spend them at Lazada retail
partners’ physical stores on December 14
and 15.

Small brands, big wins

In the Philippines, Lazada shoppers bought
6.6 million items in the first 24 hours of 12.12
in 2019, taking advantage of discounts on
over 12 million products. And in Thailand,
the 12.12 sale in 2019 generated three times
more orders than at the same event one year
earlier. As well as consumption, 12.12 has also
become about giving; LazadaForGood has
been launched to allow consumers to donate
to charity partners on the Lazada platform.

Local SMEs were among the big
winners of the 2019 11.11 festival
on Lazada. Indonesian haircare
brand Ellips, for instance, generated
40 times its usual daily sales, and
Thai fashion brand Copper used
livestreaming on 11.11 to grow sales by
a factor of 100.
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celebrations
Home-grown

Indonesia is one of several markets to
have launched its own e-commerce
shopping festivals. Since 2012,
around 300 e-commerce stores and
marketplaces have taken part in a 24hour mega event on 12.12, which in 2019
was extended to a two-day festival
beginning on December 11. The first
day of “Harbolnas” focused on local
Indonesian brands and products, with
international brands joining on the 12th.

Harbolnas, founded by Lazada, is growing
year by year, and in 2019 led to sales of
Rp 9.1 trillion (US$644 million), up from
Rp 6.8 trillion in 2018, reflecting both
deepening interest in the festival and also
strengthening consumer trust in online
shopping and digital payments.
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cross borders

Events that

Buyers outside China are also able to take
part in China’s biggest shopping festivals,
and are doing so in big numbers.
AliExpress, Alibaba’s global marketplace
allowing international buyers to buy
products from small businesses in China
and beyond, takes part in its 11.11 shopping
festival. In 2019, buyers from over 200
countries and regions took part, generating
sales in the first 13 minutes that equated to
the previous year’s total for the first hour.
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Russia, Spain, France and Poland were
the top-spending markets through
AliExpress, and the hottest items
were mobile phones, other consumer
electronics, home and garden
products, cars and motorbikes, and
office equipment.
Again, Alibaba is taking the
entertainment aspect of Chinese
festivals and adding them to festivals
aimed at international consumers.
During 11.11 in 2019, over 3,500
influencers and bloggers from Russia,
Spain, Italy, Brazil, Poland, Korea

and the Middle-East were invited to
promote sellers and products on their
social media accounts. AliExpress has
hosted more than 1,000 livestreams
on its platform, and is adding
gamification to its 11.11 experience.
Shoppers in Spain, for instance, could
enter a lucky draw to win a Kia car.
2019 was the first time local merchants
outside China could participate in
AliExpress’ 11.11 event. Sellers from
Russia, Spain, Italy and Turkey sold
their products to customers in 127
countries and regions.
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New routes to market
Brands from outside China are using
AliExpress to sell to consumers
outside China on 11.11, with some
powerful results. The Russian jewelry
and watch brand Sunlight generated
online sales in one day that matched
the total sales for a whole month
from one of its offline stores at the
2019 event. Similarly, Italian handbag
retailer SUIE saw sales surge to 125
normal levels on 11.11, with 60 percent
of purchasers based in Russia.
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In markets beyond Asia, Amazon’s Prime
Day continues to grow each year, offering
deep discounts to members of its Prime
loyalty club. Members pay an annual fee
that provides them with faster delivery yearround, and access to digital content such as
films and series. Prime Day in 2018 lasted 36
hours and in 2019 was extended to two full
days across 18 countries.
Amazon called the 2019 Prime Day “the
largest shopping event in Amazon history”,
selling more than 175 million items, more
than it sold on Black Friday and Cyber
Monday combined.
Prime Day differs from the Chinese festivals
in one significant way: it is all about the
shopping, and usually about big discounts.
It’s an opportunity to spend rather than to
celebrate.

One new festival is adding value for
consumers in a different way, by linking
purchases with charitable giving. The 10.10
Shopping Festival launched in the US this
October 2020, with almost 100 participating
retailers, brands and designers, and over
10 charity partners. The inaugural event ran
from October 9-12.
Deborah Weinswig is CEO of Coresight
Research, which has extensive experience
of China’s shopping festivals and was
behind the launch of 10.10. She says the
event was designed to create excitement
around shopping and boost sales outside
the traditional pre-Christmas season, and at
the same time give consumers a comforting,
feelgood buzz from helping other people
via charitable giving.
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The event borrows some key learnings
from 11.11 in China, including the value of
gamification in engaging shoppers. The
10.10 event uses the Shopkick rewards app
to help shoppers earn “kicks”, which can
be redeemed for gift cards or donated to
charities that are part of the event. And
Fashwire, a fashion shopping marketplace,
enabled users to swipe their phones to vote
and influence designers’ work in real time.
The success of a shopping festival in
any market depends on the offer being
the right fit for the market, its consumers
and its infrastructure at that time. Simply
transferring the latest and greatest elements
of the biggest shopping festivals in the
world to another market is unlikely to chime
with consumers. A tailored approach that
evolves with the market is required.
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These events are too big for brands
to ignore. If you don’t participate, you
definitely miss out. But there is a risk.
Without proper planning, shopping
festivals are a great way to lose an
awful lot of money – and brand equity –
incredibly quickly.

WHY JOINING IN IS BOTH A

NO-BRAINER
OPERATION
AND A HIGH-STAKES

The appeal of China’s shopping festivals is obvious. Which brand
doesn’t want a slice of $74 billion in sales in just a day, plus the
opportunity to reach millions of potential new customers?
Or, to put it the other way: why would any brand not take part?
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Planning – in great detail and long in
advance – is the only way to approach
events like 11.11 and 6.18. They are too
great an opportunity to leave to the last
minute, and international brands can’t
simply apply their Black Friday strategies
and expect them to work in China. Black
Friday is a day to offer discounts, select the
right doorbuster and shout as loud as you
can. Chinese shopping festivals are a state
of mind.
To get into that state of mind, brands must
recognize that festival success does not
rest on tactics; it is all about strategy.
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These events are not just a day, they have
significant pre-stage build-up, which is just
as important as the day itself. They are not
a time to offload stock you have not been
able to sell at other times of the year. On
the contrary, they’re a time to bring out
your latest innovations and products.
Reflecting on the success of the 2019 11.11
shopping festival – GMV earned over $38
billion in a single day, and 1.3 billion orders
– Alibaba Group Executive Chairman
and CEO Daniel Zhang said the following
forces were behind those staggering
numbers:

New consumption
patterns, new
brands, emerging
e-commerce shopping
demographics
and new shopping
experiences.
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One million new products were
launched on Alibaba’s platforms
alone during that 11.11 festival.
Brands need to commit early
and be bold in their approach
to China’s festivals. They need
to mine sales and behavioral
data in real time to determine
what to make, what to sell, and
how to promote it. They need to
be fast and agile, and ready to
course-correct as they go. They
also need to be creative, going
beyond discounts in order to tell
a brand story and bring it to life.
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PLAN
PLAN
PLAN
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STRATEGY
WHY

MUST GOVERN

TACTICS
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Consumers have developed their own
shopping strategies for festival days in
order to make sure they spot the best
deals, get in early when goods are in short
supply, and make the most of all the special
offers available. Brands need to be just as
meticulous in their approach to festival days,
and be willing to play the long game.

We have three vital words of guidance for brands: plan,
plan and plan. And allow a year – or even longer if
possible.

The most obvious risk to brands at shopping festivals is
that they have huge success, but on the wrong terms.
Massive sales, but at a price that offers no margin and
that creates a huge drain on resources to fulfil orders.
This approach can be part of a successful long-term
strategy, if the focus is on attracting new consumers
to a brand, and then using the months ahead to build
lifetime customer value that more than repays that
initial debt. But without proper planning, it’s simply a
big and costly product giveaway.
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1

IDENTIFY YOUR

HEROES

One of the first tasks for brands is to decide
on what the hero products will be, and how
to make them work best. This might involve
creating entirely new products based on data
around consumers’ unmet needs and evolving
preferences. Brands need to drill down
on their own data and that of their partner
platforms to understand market trends and
where they can fit in with products that shine.
Some products will be key drivers of sales;
others will be less central to a brand’s festival
planning but will still see a surge in demand.
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“Our winning
secret is constantly
satisfying consumers’
desire with our DNA
– innovation,”
Fabrice Megarbane, President and
CEO of L’Oréal China
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MORE THAN

SKIN DEEP
Data-driven product development was
at the heart of 11.11 success in 2019 for
L’Oréal Paris, the top beauty brand on
Alibaba’s Tmall during the festival based
on GMV. Sister brand Lancôme ranked
second in the category.
L’Oréal Paris worked with Alibaba’s
TMIC [Tmall Innovation Center] and cocreated the L’Oréal Paris Midnight Cream
specifically for Chinese consumers.
The midnight cream was launched in
September through Tmall’s productdebut tool, Hey Box, after just 59 days
of development, and 80 percent of
customers who bought this product were
new to the brand. “This is what the future
is all about,” Megarbane said.
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3

GET TO GRIPS WITH

CHANNEL MANAGEMENT
Brands have to look beyond the headline figures
showing how many people are shopping on
China’s festival days, and consider carefully which
consumers they are going to court, and where.
Strategic channel management is vital. Brands
targeting new customers may choose to do that
in a different way – and with different products
and supporting content – to a brand that is
looking to engage more deeply with existing
customers and encourage them to try something
new in an existing range. Of course, one brand
can do both at the same event, but each
objective requires a tailored approach.
The product strategy needs to be linked to a
brand’s pricing and promotion strategy. Brands
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should plan a range of exclusives, collaborations
and bundles to help them stand out against the
competition. These decisions – along with a
careful approach to discounting – are what will
make a brand irresistible to consumers.
Brands need to optimize their storefronts on the
platforms they are using, with dynamic content
that works to convert interested shoppers into
buyers. These are the places where brands can
tell their story, explain their products, showcase
their benefits, promote their awards and shout
about their celebrity partners. Eye-catching
photos and compelling videos are essential
elements of a storefront that can capture the
attention of fast-moving consumers at festival
time.

30 percent:
Minimum
proportion of a
brand’s annual
sales that should
be dedicated
to marketing
around 11.11
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DEPLOY SMART

MARKETING
Even the most perfectly pitched products do
not sell themselves. Marketing support is vital,
and this is another high-risk area for brands. It is
possible to burn through a budget in little more
than an instant, and with no reward if there has
been insufficient planning.
Brands need to determine what their marketing
spend will be for a festival – as a rough guide,
Alibaba recommends 30 to 50 percent of
annual GMV is allocated to marketing for
11.11. They also need to consider the value
of investing it early and getting shoppers to
add items to their baskets before a sale event
actually begins, compared to saving it for a
single-day splurge.
There should be a balance between the
investment made directly on a sales platform
and supporting marketing on owned properties
and in other media.
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THINK BELOW THE

LINE, TOO

Paid search can be an important
way of driving traffic, particularly in
the lead-up to a festival. Brands can
optimize their listings on key sales
platforms by using and buying key
search terms that are as broad as
a category or as specific as a need
state, from “overnight moisturizer” to
“tinted sun protection for acne-prone
skin”. Paid search (pay per click)
can be targeted at specific types of
consumers based on their search
history or the behavioural data they
have generated – men in their early
20s who have bought designer
shoes in the past year, for instance.

6
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SEEDING

AN IDEA

Games that incentivize purchase
can be highly effective ways of
marketing a brand. Ahead of last
year’s 11.11 shopping festival, the
Japanese skincare brand Albion
promoted its toning lotion with a
specially created game on Alibaba
platforms. Users worked on a virtual
farm to produce a key ingredient
in the lotion, coix seeds, and won
red packets of virtual money to
put towards purchases. During just
one week, Albion achieved over
250,000 new followers or members
as a result of the game campaign.
For almost every brand, some of
that budget should go into social
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media, and most brands should
consider livestreaming – possibly
using KOLs (key opinion leaders).
See our chapter on Livestreaming
for more on how to do this.
While the expectation of a discount
on festival days is high, value is at
the heart of what shoppers want,
and this can be delivered in ways
beyond a price cut.
In communications content, smart
brands are moving from a “product,
price and discount” message to
ways they can tell their brand story
and provide reasons to believe, as
well as to buy.

D AT E S W I T H D E S T I N Y

Never-before-seen products are
a powerful way to maintain margin
because they do not enable consumers
to make direct price comparisons with
what has gone before. Pack sizes and
bundles that do not directly compare
to the standard range can represent
powerful value for consumers.
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HOW DATA-DRIVEN

Creativity
PAYS OFF

Deep discounts might capture the headlines
– and plenty of shopper traffic – but there are
ways to win during shopping festivals that
don’t depend on massive margin sacrifices.
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As well as preserving some profit for the
brand, these new or alternative products
also preserve the brand’s value in the
mind of the consumer, who might
otherwise start thinking that the discount
price is what the product is really “worth”.
Limited-edition products also defy price
comparison and, more importantly, they
create huge excitement and a sense of
satisfaction for those consumers quick
enough to click “buy”.
At the 11.11 festival in 2019, Shu Uemura
and Pikachu sold nearly 13,000 limitededition cleansing oil gift box sets in just
10 minutes, while MAC and Chinese
designer Angel Chen sold 10,000 items
from their limited-edition cosmetics line
in 20 minutes.

Limited-edition
products also defy price
comparison and, more
importantly, they create
huge excitement and a
sense of satisfaction for
those consumers quick
enough to click “buy”.
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EXPERIENCE
MANAGE THE

GUIDED BY DATA

Unlike a simple listing on a website of the kind many
brands use in Western markets, Chinese shopping
platforms give brands much greater freedom to
create and manage the shopping experience.

Brands therefore control not just the
assortment and the pricing, but also customer
service through their own carefully tailored
“shop fronts”. This ensures that brands are
able to present themselves in a way that
reflects their broader market positioning –
and allows them to tell their brand story.

BEST FOOT

FORWARD
Erick Haskell is President of
International, Allbirds, a brand
that does not offer cheaper prices
but remains a huge hit at major
shopping events. “The shopping
festivals for Allbirds are a really
great opportunity for us to reach
out to Chinese consumers, but I will
say, they require us to be even more
creative than normal, because as
a full-price brand, we have to be
really relevant to consumers. “We
have got to be really compelling and
really creative with our consumers.”

Ahead of the 6.18 festival in 2020,
Allbirds built anticipation for the
launch of a new product, the
brand’s first performance running
shoe. “Then what we had to do
was constantly keep consumers
interested through limited- edition
products and interesting gifts
related to the brand, such as a
branded water bottle and innovative
shoe bag. So, through the 20-day
shopping festival we continued to do
things that were exciting and relevant
for consumers,” Haskell said.

Managing all these variables is a task that
relies on data; data-informed creativity helps
brands stand out and preserve margins.
224
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Allbirds’ 6.18 sales in 2020 were
double those of 6.18 in 2019. “The
day was our single biggest day
ever on Tmall,” he said. “One of the
metrics I look at is that 65 percent
of our consumers were new
consumers during the period, so
the festival gave us an opportunity
to introduce Allbirds to a whole
new set of Chinese consumers—
so it was very successful.”
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65 percent of our
consumers were new
during the period,
so the festival gave
us an opportunity to
introduce Allbirds
to a whole new set of
Chinese consumers.
Erick Haskell, President of International, Allbirds
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GETTING THE

BASICS RIGHT

LONG GAME
PLAYING THE

Standing out and succeeding at a shopping festival
requires careful calculation. This is a crowded space.
But there are ways to break through at festival time,
and they all start well ahead of the big event itself.

Early preparation starts many months ahead, with decisions
about the products to promote based on data around the
competitive landscape and consumers’ preferences and
needs. Pricing, packaging and the rate of production all
need to be agreed early, and products shipped in the right
numbers either into China or close by, if possible, in order
to speed up delivery. At this stage, a brand might choose to
work with a local partner with experience on the platforms
they intend to use, but this is not essential.
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Ensuring the compatibility of IT systems across
a brand and the partner platforms is essential
to success and should be done well ahead of
an event. Brands should also consider working
with tech specialists or the sales platforms
themselves on technological tools that help excite
consumers or remove some of their pain points.
3-D visualization and virtual trying-on can help
reassure shoppers that a product is right for them
before they commit.
Determining how to drive traffic to a brand’s store
is the next challenge, and allocating marketing
budgets. Online or offline, on-platform or offplatform, banners, paid search, livestreaming,
KOLs can all be part of the mix, and need to be
adjusted as the campaign gathers momentum.
Brands can form partnerships with other brands or
KOLs targeting the same audience for live events,
and can apply to be part of a sales platform’s
official live entertainment.
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BREAKING DOWN

WINNING SALES BEFORE THE

BARRIERS

SALE EVEN BEGINS
The presale period is hugely important for raising awareness,
building excitement and securing early sales. The benefit for
brands is three-fold: they have less of a scramble for consumer
attention and spending on the main festival day; they can lock in
sales by guaranteeing a product will be available for consumers
who pay a deposit and commit to paying the balance on sale
day; and they relieve some of the pressure on logistics by being
able to start preparing packages early.
Brands can start promoting their festival specials several weeks
in advance, targeting people who don’t want to risk missing out
on the day, or who will be unable to take part in the festival itself.
Around two months before a major festival, a brand should
establish its own command center to manage operations
throughout the festival period, run by an interdepartmental team

There’s not a business in the world today that doesn’t
talk about “breaking down silos” and “working as a team”.
But there’s no greater test of whether that has actually
been achieved than a major shopping festival in China.

and supported by IT that can cope
with huge volumes of data and traffic
at once. Test, test and test again so
there are no shocks on sales day.

An event like 6.18 or 11.11 requires immense
commitment from participating businesses – significant
investment of both time and money. Festivals are not for
the faint-hearted, and to make them work, everyone has
to be on board, and on board early. “Everyone” means
everyone from new product development, supply chain
management and manufacturing to distribution, IT,
marketing, logistics and customer service.

And when the day itself is done,
painful though it might be to
think about, brands have to think
beyond making sales and shipping
parcels. There are inevitably returns
and refunds to process, social
media to monitor for reviews and
opportunities for customer service
staff to provide support.
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Any weakness in the chain will be exposed in the heat of
a shopping festival, with potentially devastating results.
There is a lot at stake, and very little time to do big fixes
in the event of something going wrong.
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ACCEPT YOUR

‘MISSION TO
MARS’
Smart and successful brands create an interdepartmental team
focused on these festivals, often a year or more in advance – a
dedicated task force with shared goals and priorities.
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While their immediate focus, particularly
as the big day draws near, is inevitably on
the here and now, they must ultimately
take the long view and agree well ahead
of the event on the best way to succeed
– and how they will measure success.
Long-term profitability must be at the
heart of all the forward planning, as well

as moment-by-moment adjustments on
the day itself.
Just as the big shopping platforms have
control rooms and well-tested systems to
coordinate their gala concerts, technology
platforms, packaging and distribution,
brands need to set up similar bases from
which their teams can manage their role in
a festival as it happens.
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Think of a shopping festival as
your brand’s very own mission
to Mars; the level of scenario
planning and rehearsal is not far
from that kind of scale. You have
to land safely, make the most of
every opportunity when you’re
there, and get everyone home in
one piece.
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HOW DATA HELPS BRANDS

WIN, IN REAL TIME

WINNING AT

TEAM SPORTS

In the old days of retailing, a brand or store would get a
flavour of how a sale day had gone by keeping an eye on
traffic through the door and walking the aisles at the end of
the day. The detailed picture would only emerge later, when
you might add up the numbers, celebrate or commiserate,
and then ruminate on what might be done differently next
year.

Nestlé has had huge success with shopping
festivals in China, with GMV at the 2019 11.11
festival in the billions. Speaking about his
learnings from the event, the company’s chairman
and CEO for the Greater China Region, Rashid
Qureshi, said playing as a team was vital.

Those days are ancient history. Now, every brand can track –
and, crucially, adjust – their performance during China’s
shopping festivals in real time.

In the months leading up to the event, he said
all departments, from supply chain to consumer
communications, had to work together on
coordinated plans for how the festival would
play out. They used Alibaba’s enterprise chat
app, DingTalk, to collaborate in an efficient, digital
way, and were able to monitor the number of
packages being delivered in real time.

This means not just human resources pulling together in
near-superhuman ways, but technology working alongside
people, processing, visualizing and acting upon huge
volumes of data about who is buying what – and who is not.
Brands need to triangulate their data with the products they
promote, pricing strategies, content promotion, livestreaming
activity, marketing outside the platforms they’re selling on,
and even their relationships with online influencers, or KOLs.

“We have had quite a success on 11.11,” Qureshi
said. “Our 11.11 GMV was in the billions. We
learned quite a lot about consumer engagement.
11.11 is also a great platform for team building.”
234
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DIG INTO

THE DETAIL
The granularity of data available during
a Chinese shopping festival is incredible.
It is possible not only to see heat
maps showing spending by different
demographics on specific product
categories in different parts of the country,
but even to see levels of spend from a
specific apartment block.
The fact that Chinese consumers tend to
use all-in-one super-apps for browsing,
socializing, buying, paying and reviewing
means the shopping platforms have far
richer datasets than their counterparts

in other markets. The extent to which
they are prepared to share depends on
the depth of the relationship between a
brand (or its agency) and the platform,
but in essence they are incentivized to
share because higher sales mean bigger
revenues for both parties.

their profit per sale goes down by X, but
total sales – and the number of customer
contacts made – goes up by Y. If they take
an extra 10 percent off the price, the impact
will be Z, and so on, and if your celebrity
endorser livestreams for an extra five
minutes, there will be another result.

In advance of the event, brands need to
have modelled what happens when they
pull different decision-making levers.

Brands need to be armed with all this data
so they can make quick trade-off decisions
when a festival is live. Ideally, they will have
a combination of algorithms and human
decision-makers working together, coursecorrecting in real time.

In this way, brands can understand, for
example, that if they “turn on”  free delivery
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International brands
need a trusted channel
for reaching Chinese
consumers, while domestic
shoppers are looking for
ways to buy more quality
products from abroad.
Alvin Liu, President of Tmall Import and Export
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FOR ALL BRANDS

AND SMALL
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For start-ups and small international brands
yet to sell beyond their home market, there’s
probably a sense that the giant (and crowded)
stages of China’s shopping festivals are not
the place to start. That’s not the case.
In fact, SMEs are being encouraged to see
shopping festivals as the perfect opportunity
to dip a toe in what is potentially an
immensely appealing market for them.

In China, international businesses must obtain a license before
opening a physical store, which can be a costly and lengthy process.
But they don’t need one to sell on e-commerce platforms, and the
huge number of shoppers looking for fresh ideas at festival time
makes them fertile ground in which to sow the seeds of brand love.
Even tiny brands can gain visibility at mega shopping events
in China with the right combination of content and marketing
investment. The fact they are small can be a positive – niche brands
are highly sought after by increasingly sophisticated Chinese
consumers, particularly high-end shoppers. And the fact they are
from outside China is a definite plus, particularly in categories that
are health or family-related.
As well as achieving huge volumes of sales, festivals can generate
vast amounts of data that provide insight into Chinese consumers’
preferences.
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Another is the US handbag company Welden, which was virtually
unknown to Chinese consumers before it joined an 11.11 festival
with a two-day livestreaming event on Alibaba’s Taobao platform.
Welden became an instant hit, quite literally, attracting 808,000
views and 4.06 million likes in the first day alone. By the end of
the two days, Welden had sold close to 1,000 bags priced from
US$195 to US$595, and garnered 1.7 million livestream views.

HUGE WINS FOR

Around 2,600 international brands
made their debut on Tmall Global
during the 11.11 festival in 2020.
FROM THE US TO CHINA – FESTIVAL PROVIDES

SMALL SELLERS

SPRINGBOARD INTO NEW MARKET

There have been some tremendous success stories for
international SMEs at festival time. Among them is Spanish
skincare brand MartiDerm, which presented its ampoules of
beauty serum to Chinese consumers at the 11.11 shopping
festival back in 2017. The result was 5 million sales in a single
day – and it led to lasting popularity of the product that
means two new production lines were built in Barcelona
dedicated to customers on Alibaba’s Tmall platform.

Ahead of 2020’s 11.11, Alibaba’s Tmall
Global launched a project to help small
businesses in the US go global via the
November shopping festival. The “Go
Global Pitch Fest” attracted nearly 100
participating brands in just two weeks,
keen to be selected for fast-track advice
that would help them take part in the
2020 event.
240

During the virtual event, a panel of
leading retail experts provided real-time
feedback to the top 10 brand finalists
and determined which would be ready
to sell to Chinese consumers and
showcase their products at the world’s
biggest shopping event.
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The move was part of Tmall Global
efforts to welcome 2,600 new
international brands during this year’s
11.11 festival, and incubate over 2,000
in-demand overseas products, each with
a GMV surpassing RMB 1 million at the
event.  
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MAKING AN

ENTRANCE

Due to the COVID-19 travel
restrictions, there is significant
growing demand for imported
goods amongst Chinese consumers.
Alvin Liu, President of Tmall Import and Export
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Amanda Baldwin is President of Supergoop!,
an upmarket skincare brand that launched
in China in early 2020, just as COVID-19
gathered momentum. She explains why the
brand pushed ahead with plans to join the
6.18 summer shopping festival despite the
pandemic, and what lessons were learned.
“It was something that was a long- term
decision; it was a long time in the making. We
really felt like we still had a purpose and still
needed to push forward with our plans. So,
being a part of 6.18 was something that was
really exciting for us, because it was our first
opportunity to participate in a large shopping
festival. It was the first time to see how we
would stack up as a newbie in the market, and
we beat our projections. The brand overall
has performed way beyond our wildest
imaginations, and I spent much of the last few
months chasing inventory and stock—which is
a wonderful problem to have.

“It was a little bit of a testing ground for us to see what
happens in an environment like this and how do we
understand how to build a business that is successful in a
large promotion but is also built for long-term success. We
are really investing very heavily in the market and spending
a lot of effort driving marketing to ensure that we would be
successful at a time like this. It was about being successful
on 6.18 but also investing in terms of visibility—making
sure that we are preparing ourselves for the long term.”
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THINK IT’S ALL OVER?

WHY THE FIRST
24 HOURS IS JUST
THE BEGINNING
For many consumers, a shopping festival is the perfect time to try something
new. For brands, the opportunity is to use the connection made with this
initial sale to develop a relationship in the weeks and months ahead.

Some brands simply extend the period during which
festival specials are available, in order to extend the
window of opportunity – and help spread the demand on
their staff and logistics operations.
Another reason to look beyond the big festival days is that
the relationship that is deepened after a sale event is the
way brands can often recoup the cost of big discounts
that were offered as part of the cost of new customer
acquisition.
But the post-festival period isn’t just about trying to recoup
costs through repeat sales. Forward-thinking brands with
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long-term brand building in mind use this time to build
loyalty and advocacy.
This is customer relationship management for the digital
age. Think of appropriate ways to stay in touch with festival
shoppers. A voucher or coupon at around the time you
might expect a regular user to reorder is a way of saying
thank you and keeping your brand top of mind.
Provide incentives for buyers to share their experiences
online, or perhaps provide a special offer they can share
with a friend they introduce to the brand. Brands should
shift their thinking from transactions to interactions.
245
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A GAME OF

CHICKEN
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The 2019 11.11 festival was the first time that local service providers – including restaurants – were able
to participate via the Alibaba platform. The CEO of Yum China (the parent company of KFC and Pizza
Hut), Joey Wat, said the company experimented with Tmall and Ele.me in offering co-branded, prepaid
cards and coupons during 11.11, expanding consumer spending beyond the perishable food orders
within a single day. KFC was the first restaurant brand that joined Alibaba’s RMB100 million GMV club for
the event, one of 299 brands to report sales on this scale. Aside from selling huge volumes, the other big
gain for Yum was that half of the customers who bought from KFC during the event were new to KFC.
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11 TOP TAKE AWAYS TO
HELP BR ANDS WIN AT
CHINA’ S SHOPPING FESTIVAL S
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TAKE
AWAYS
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2

TH EY 'R E TOO B IG
TO B E IG NO RE D
Everything about these events
is big: big brands, big choices,
big offers, big-name celebrities.
And, of course, big sales figures.
These events are new to the Chin
ese calendar but are already
etched in the minds of consum
ers. They are a huge part of
people’s lives, and many consum
ers start planning their nex t
festival purchases and setting asid
e the money to fund them as
soon as one festival is over. The
message for brands is: China’s
shopping festival s cannot be igno
red. Deciding not to join in is
like opting out of the Christmas
season in the West, although the
impact is potentially bigger. A suc
cessful shopping festival can
generate sales to sustain a bran
d through much of the rest of the
year – and form the basis of loya
l relationships that pay dividends
in the longer term.
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DATA AN D CR EATI VIT Y ARE
YO UR WATER AN D OX YG EN
If data is the oil of the digital age
, then how it’s refined is what
determines the success of bran
ds using e-commerce in China.
Brands need to tap all the data
available to them – from their own
proprietary systems and from the
e-commerce platforms they
partner with for shopping festival
s – and generate the insights that
will guide key decisions, both ahe
ad of an event and in real time,
when it’s under way. Data can help
brands assess the life stages,
lifestyle preferences and purchas
ing power of different consumer
groups, and help them arrive at
the right product mix for a festival,
as well as optimize pricing, pac
kaging and promotions. If data
is what fuel s success, then crea
tivity is a powerful catalyst. The
brands that do best at festival time
don’t just hit the mark with their
products; they create bold and
compelling activities around them
that add to the excitement and
support their brand positioning.
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CHI NE SE FES TIVALS HAVE
A REACH BEYON D CHI NA
The international expansion of China’s e-commerce brands
means the festival spirit is also crossing new frontiers. Not only
are
shopping platforms taking festival structures into new markets,
tailored for the habits and tastes of local consumers, quickthinking brands and retailers are also seeing opportunities to
tap into the excitement around events like 11.11, or even organiz
e
their own. At the same time, Chinese consumers are – when
public health allows – travelling internationally in unprecedente
d
numbers, giving brands fresh opportunities to create excitement
and form connections with shoppers in other markets around
festival times.
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LI VE STRE AM ING AN D
KO LS SHO UL D B E H IG H
O N B RAN DS’ AG EN DAS
The big question regarding live
streaming for brands in
China is no longer “do we? ”, but
rather “when can we start?”.
Just about everyone with an inte
rnet connection in China is
engaged in livestreaming, whether
that’s watching it, creating
it or a combination of the two. Bra
nds need to be part of this
phenomenon, and not just becaus
e their competitors probably
already are. Livestreaming is a
powerful way of retaining
consumers’ attention long enough
to explain product benefits and
brand positioning in a way that
most advertising doesn’t allow,
and the endorsement of third-pa
rty livestreamers lends a brand
credibility and trust that help a
browser cross the line to become
a
buyer. Deciding which KOLs (key
opinion leaders) to work with is
a
science in itself, and brands mus
t choose wisely – and with variety
– in order to reflect the brand, gen
erate buzz and drive sales.
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When Jack Ma founded Alibaba his creation was ridiculed…but today
that vision has played out.
Alibaba is one of the world’s most valuable brands and the most
valuable brand in China.
Alibaba’s continuous stream of digital innovations have revolutionized
the world of retail and technology across the globe. And changed
people’s lives for the better.
The company is now run by Daniel Zhang, who has been instrumental
in many of Alibaba’s strategic moves and innovations over the years.

‘Open
Sesame...’
How Alibaba is transforming global retailing

This documentary film looks at Alibaba from its origins to where it is today – playing a central
part in consumers' lives across the world and re-envisioning both virtual and physical retail.
Narrated by David Roth, WPP

D OCUMENTARY FILM

https://alibaba.onceuponabrandstory.com

AND

WEBINAR SERIES

1

CHINA LANDSCAPE
AND CONSUMERS

2

RAPID ALIBABA
IMMERSION

3

THE NEW PHENOMENA
OF LIVE STREAMING
AND BRAND BUILDING
IN CHINA

We understand businesses are reviewing their plans for the year ahead and looking for new opportunities.
China’s consumer spending is back in growth, which presents opportunities for international brands, and
leveraging this for your brand is something you should understand more about.
There have been many developments that make it simpler for international brands to sell to Chinese consumers:
From consumers’ increasing appetite for new and interesting brands, to the simplification of supply chains and
cross border trade. What you thought might have been difficult and time intensive, is now much more achievable.
To help you understand, navigate, and see if this opportunity is right for you…

Hosted by WPP’s David Roth, China expert and CEO of The Store, WPP Global Retail Practice,
and Alibaba Group’s David Lloyd, General Manager UK, Netherlands & Nordics

> Three uniquely curated bite-sized one hour sessions
> Each session building on the previous one
> Sharp, insightful, masterclasses given by experts from
WPP, Alibaba, brands and live streamers
David Roth
WPP

David Lloyd
Alibaba

The current landscape

Alibaba ecosystem

China’s consumer spending
back to growth

Potential routes to market

The changing Chinese consumer
Consumer trends you must know when
considering China strategy
The COVID-19 consumer impact

How to get the best from Alibaba
How Alibaba can support your cross
border sales and growth ambitions
Learn from businesses, ranging from SMEs
to multinationals operating in China

https://alibaba-webinar-series.tswpp.com

The new phenomena of live streaming
– hear from the live streamers find out
how it works and some key tips
Working with in-market
social influencers
China’s ever-changing
social media landscape

"
If ever there was living proof of the wisdom of this proverb we
just need to look at the life-enhancing changes that have taken
place in China over the last 10 years. Almost every aspect of
life has grown and thrived, almost beyond recognition.
This book celebrates 10 years compiling BrandZ valuations of
Chinese brands.
Brands live in the hearts and minds of people, so what
better way to celebrate than through the lens of the defining
photography we have taken of Chinese people for BrandZ
publications across the last 10 years?
And so began what is now, looking back, a unique 10-year
picture journey across China capturing the country’s people
as they work, eat, laugh and play, documenting the changing
Chinese consumers and their relationship with Chinese brands.

"

In most countries, 10 years would not
have seen much change, but in China,
and with China speed, the past 10 years
has been nothing short of explosive.
We offer you A Book of Changes. Images
that we have curated for this decadelong journey. We hope this collection will
linger with you for many years to come.
A small token of our respect for the
warm, big-hearted people that make up
China today.

https://look.tswpp.com

David started his career at the House of Commons
working for a member of the UK Parliament.
He swapped politics for the cut and thrust of
advertising. Joining Bates Dorland, he became
main board director for strategy and Managing
Director of the consulting and digital divisions
and CEO of the worldwide retail and technology
centre of excellence. David joined Kingfisher’s B&Q
plc, one of Europe’s largest retailers sitting on the
main board of directors as UK and International
Marketing Director. David was on the management
team that led B&Q’s international expansion to
Eastern Europe and Asia including China where he
lived in Shanghai for a while.
David is now the CEO of The Store, EMEA and
Asia, the WPP Global Retail Practice and Chairman
the BAV Group and is an acknowledged expert
in Branding and Consumer change in China.
He is a leading authority on digital and Artificial
Intelligence in retail.

David has authored a number of books and studies,
including “A History of Retail in 100 Objects”; “The
Third Era of Digital Retailing”; “Smart Shopping
- How Artificial Intelligence is transforming the
retail conversation”; “Retailing to the customer of
one. How mass customisation and IoT makes the
personal possible and profitable”; “The Thoughts
of Chairmen Now: Wisdom and Insights from
China’s Business Leaders and Entrepreneurs”; “The
China Dream” and his latest Book “Brand Stories”
celebrating the enduring power of iconic brands.
He broadcasts and lectures around the world
including BBC, CCTV China, CNBC. Yale, CKGSB
and Cambridge Universities.
David is a former non-executive director of
the NGO, “TFT”, an organisation dedicated to
sustainable production. He is Chairman of the
Centre for International Business and Management
(CIBAM) where Academics, Business and Policy
Makers meet with activities taking place at Queens’
College, University of Cambridge. He is also a
board member of China-Britain Business Council.

David.Roth@wpp.com   |   www.wpp.com   |   Twitter: davidrothlondon   |   Blog: davidroth.com

To find out more about
Alibaba
Please contact:

Mimi Lu

Business Development

Manager (EU region) Ali

baba

Zarina Kanopjiment & Marketing, Alibaba UK & Nordics
Tmall Business Devel

ABOUT
BAV

Unique to WPP, BrandAsset®
Valuator (BAV®) is the world’s
largest and leading empirical study
of consumer brand perceptions.
Since 1993, BAV has measured over 60,000 different
brands around the world. Evidence of BAV’s scale,
depth and breadth are the 75 consistent brand
image and equity metrics we set for every brand.
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Gathering and accumulating data from
across 50 countries, we pride ourselves
on our global footprint.
We measure extensive brand qualities and
metrics that drive financial and marketplace
success. Our unique approach not only
allows us to understand a brand versus its
competitors, but also allows us to identify
its broader role in culture.

BAV is the world’s
largest brand
knowledge platform.
BAV®

Developed in collaboration with academic
partners at Columbia, MIT, Dartmouth, and
the University of Washington, BAV uniquely
captures the key dimensions that impact
brands - their momentum, advocacy,
financial success in the marketplace and
subsequent increase in shareholder value.

For more information plese contact:
Michael Sussman CEO BAV

michael.sussman@bavgroup.com | www.bavgroup.com
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